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Reflections on the Ecologic Ethics in Online Games
CACIUC Viorica – Torii
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Abstract:
This paper studies the reflection of ethic relations between the interests of human beings and of
non-human beings in online games and eco games. It will include a philosophical analysis of the
inherent value of nature, emphasized by the aesthetic characteristic of being natural etc., and on the
same time it will follow the impact that online games have on the education of the young
generations’ ecological awareness and behaviour.
Keywords: Ecological awareness, principles of environmental ethics, ecological education, online
games, animal rights
1. Introduction
Even though the ecologic education is implemented for decades by different educational curricula
both in school and outside it, some discrepancies may be observed on what concerns the ways of
implementing it, as a response to the environmental problematic, which means unbalancing the
relationships between man and nature. We are dealing with the intellectualist manner of practicing
the ecologic education which is limited only to knowing the ecologic norms and values, norms
which are not similar to and do not appear in behavioural acts. In other words, every man knows
that he has to protect nature, but he does not do this out of his own conviction or initiative. This
situation will impose the rethinking of the strategies of sustainability from the perspective of the
instructive- educational process (Caciuc, 2003). This subject is to be considered because the
tendency or the preoccupation to assimilate the ecologic education is growing, but the distance
between the recommendations, the resolutions and the studies made at the international and national
level and the educational practice remains still big. Even though the authors of the school curricula
and programmes are placing this problematic of the contemporary world among the topics that
should be included in the educational content, the practice of the ecological education is still
decided only by the teachers (Caciuc, 2004). It is true that education cannot solve the environmental
problems, but it can ease them, because by means of the ecological education it is easier and more
economic to prevent, than to repair and to mend the damages brought to nature by the adult
generations. In order to accomplish this, the ecologic education gets involved in all the disciplines
that are studied, first and foremost before other exact sciences and before all the educational
activities, be them of a formal, informal or non-formal nature. The interdisciplinary approaches for
the ecologic education and for the computer disciplines constitute an efficient way to accomplish
the objectives of the ecologic education at any age. Thus, the messages which can emerge after the
analysis and the interpretation of the online ecological games or of those sold on CD‘s have a rich
ethic meaning which represents a higher access to the norms and rules of ecologic behaviour
specific to every age. The fact that children study the computer disciplines may allow the building
up and the development of the conscience and the ecologic behaviour by mentally transforming
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some aspects, facts and concrete situations of breaking or respecting the norms of protection and
preservation of the nature, or, most of the times, of the spotting and presentation of the intrinsic
values of nature. Because it is an older preoccupation, the present paper will deepen the study of the
interdependences and complementarities between the two fields, especially the way in which the
intrinsic value of nature is reflected which is also emphasized by means of a series of properties as
it follows: aesthetic, to have interests, to be a complex system, to be a natural object, etc. in the
ecologic online games used by children in school or outside it.
2. Remarks of an Ethic Nature
The existence of the complexity and reciprocity of the connections between man and nature
imposes the development of society in conditions of social equity and of equity towards nature.
Solving the problems of the environment can be done by improving the relationship between man
and nature, between society and nature. For this, it is needed a new way of thinking, a new analysis
of the system of cultural and moral values in which nature should occupy an honourable place. This
means an interdisciplinary approach.
The interdisciplinarity between ethics and ecologic education is based on the fact that the ecologic
ethics is the one which can provide the structure and the background for the philosophic system
from the perspective of sustainability, and the ecologic education is the one which can implement it
at the level of each individual because by means of education one might change one‘s mentality and
behaviour. Alongside the educational systems, the ecologic ethics may intervene in order to
improve the building up and changing of the human behaviour towards nature by rethinking the
philosophic system of every individual and by using a new philosophy which should guide science
and technology in their future developmental strategies.
The fact that the ecologic ethics offers viable arguments for the expanding of the moral sphere from
the human beings to the non-human ones helps to change pupils‘ mentality on what concerns the
relationship between man and nature.
Thus animals have moral value both because they have interests, and because they have
aesthetical qualities – like beauty. These offer to them even an intrinsic value.
Plants, ecosystem and the biosphere have a moral relevance because they are considered to have
interests, like the interest for a long life which might be explained by the idea that they posses a
good as such, ―determined by the type of being that it represents, the type of biological order it
pertains and the role it has as part of a whole‖, an argument that, unfortunately, is not solid enough.
The fact that plants and ecosystems ―do not have a point of view by means of which to express
life‖, ―even though they have a natural purpose, they do not manifest any attitude on what concerns
this purpose, and the steps taken in order to reach it are not understood and felt‖, represents
objective arguments in order to make an objective distinction between the ethics focusing on
humans and that on life. Other arguments, like those that refer to the quality of being a complex
living thing and that of aesthetics, similar in the case of animals, gives them an intrinsic value
(Elliot, 1995: 320].
The property of being a complex system which is specific to groups of objects between which
there are certain relationships – i.e. the snowflakes, the planets that make up a solar system, the
erosion textures on a cliff –, gives their moral value. Another argument in favour of attributing them
moral value is ―given by certain details which are specific to the way in which things are
functioning biologically‖, argument which is controversial (Ibidem). Holmes Rolston III argues that
―nature has in people‘s minds a long range of values‖ among which the aesthetic one, thus trying to
8
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prove the intrinsic value of nature. In discovering such an aesthetic value, it is crucial to separate it
both from the utility and the life support and only those who will recognize this difference can
appreciate the desert or the tundra.‖ (Holmes, 2006: 320]. The passage towards the ecological
holism is made by the existence of some other moral features, even if they are being contested by
the more restrictive ethics. Such an example would be the feature of being a natural object, not
one that is a result of the human created technology or of culture. According to it, the
destruction of rocks – which are natural objects – by means of mining activity, is to be condemned.
Some other features like the existence of a diversity of parts, the functional integration of parts, the
existence of a balance and a self-adjusting system can be accepted as determinants of the
moral significance of ecosystems and biosphere. By analyzing the natural character and the
existence of a diversity of parts, R. Elliot compares a natural rock with a synthetic one or an aria
covered with rain forest with a similar one which was cleared and cultivated to prove the value of
the natural ecosystem. Thus, the rain forest becomes valuable because of its diversity of flora and
fauna and because of its beauty that was obtained ―because of the way in which parts work in
harmony in order to sustain the whole‖ (Elliot, 2006, 321). The conclusion is that the ecosystem of
the natural rain forest is definitely superior to the artificial environment. ―A reason for which a
man-made forest is not as good as the natural one is the experienced eye that can make the
difference …These differences can be spotted and they affect the value of the forest. The reasons
for the low value of the ‗fake‘ forests are similar to those for the low price of a forgery‖(Elliot,
1995: 88). In this way one can prove that the restoration projects can be a viable solution for the
destroyed environments and that their value can be restored. However, R. Elliot proves in his article
that the regeneration actions ―do not always bring back value because part of the reason we cherish
the environment is because it is purely natural.‖ (Ibidem: 80). In conclusion, the appreciation of a
decision of environmental policy is based on the relationship between the human interests and the
non-human ones. Taking into consideration the above mentioned arguments, one might state that a
first step towards solving the contradiction would be finding out some alternative solutions for
satisfying the human interests, especially if ―the changing of ecosystems is in general against the
long term human interests‖. (Elliot, 2006: 322). Thus, making an analogy one might say that only
by making the children analyze different situations and facts which have as an effect the
deterioration, respectively the preservation of the environment, and by practicing the decision
making according to the principles of the ecologic ethics, one will succeed to educate the young
generation so as to manifest an adequate ecologic behaviour towards the environment.
3. The Way in Which the Ecologic Ethics Is Reflected in the Online Games
The problematic of the relationship between man and nature, of the effects that the uncontrolled
intervention of man has over nature must be a part of the children‘s universe of knowledge, even
from the preschool age. Alongside the children‘s literature which by means of the metaphoric
language of the descriptions, stories, poems, etc., it represents an efficient way to make children
realize the surrounding reality, the artistic education contributes significantly, even from an early
age, to the perception and expression of the beauty found in nature. The songs about nature and the
living beings are the most accessible to children for them to learn about the environment and all its
components in order to understand that every living thing, plant or rock, etc. has a well established
place in nature and that it is conditioned by a series of factors: the place where it lives, the food, the
breeding method, the relations with the other elements of the ecosystem it pertains to. The new
forms of media have a decisive role in the implementation of the ecologic values and principles in
9
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the didactic activity. The Internet helps the children to understand the relationship between man–
animals/plants– environment, contributing to the rounding off of the pallet of ways to accomplish
the ecologic goals and contents and to making a transfer of knowledge. Also, for children the major
contribution of the ecologic online games is the fact that it eases the knowledge of the intrinsic
values of nature, encouraging the living and the building up of some feelings and positive
behaviours towards nature. The animals‘ aesthetic interests and properties – which give them a
moral value – are captured with finesse and skill by the creators of the game.
In J. Bentham‘s vision, the ability to feel pleasure or pain gives to the animals their moral status and
they are perceived as beings with rights and interests, the same as humans, their rights having as
finality the protection of the interests, no matter what their subject might be. The famous question
of J. Bentham regarding animals – ―Can they suffer?‖ (Bentham, 1934: 20) – is found reflected in
the online games which have as a subject penguins that are catapulted. Thus, feelings like pain,
courage, sacrifice, the wish to help others in need is found in the cybernetic penguin‘s behaviour.
But in the same time it reflects a series of negative feelings like fear, the despair which is found in
the screams for help of the other penguins that are trapped in the polar bears‘ cages. To save the
penguins that were captured and to sacrifice some for the accomplishment of this mission proves
well enough the interest for survival. But beyond all these, we are dealing with the feelings aroused
by the game in the children that are playing. On the one hand, we are dealing with positive feelings
and experiences – the child wants to save as many penguins as possible – and for this he will try to
develop a series of skills regarding the computer and also a series of operative intellectual
capacities, like the sense of observation, spatial representation, precision, skill, etc., and on the other
hand, a series of negative and contradictory feelings and experiences – in order to escape the bears,
he has to kill them by using penguins which are catapulted; the children see the violence with which
the penguins hit the cliffs, rocks, bears in order to reach their goal. Passing to the next level is
conditioned by the number of polar bears one kills. The negative aspect is given by the fact that the
creators of such games have used as characters two endangered species and instead of arousing
children‘s compassion and admiration towards the aesthetic, the tenderness and the impetuosity of
these animals, it actually develops some aggressive feelings towards them, a fact that is
contradictory with the feelings of sufferance and the desire to live, and even with the human‘s
responsibility to protect animals, especially those who are on the verge of extinction. The fun of the
game and the desire to win are actually in opposition with the goals of the ecologic education which
is done in a formal way (Tincu, 2007). As ambiguous as this one and with greater negative effects
are the games which present races and contests between dogs. These offer the child the possibility
to choose the dog that takes part in the race according to their emotional state, either it is a gentle
and playful dog or an aggressive and furious one. Even if it is just a virtual race, this could develop
in the child an attitude of neglect and of violating the animal rights (www.e-joculete.ro).
Some other games, on the contrary, may overcome these types of contradictions by means of the
task at hand. This is the case of the fun whales where we find even elements of ecologic ethics
focused on life. The main characters of the game are the ones from the cartoon ―Sharks‖. It uses the
scene where a whale comes to a car wash for its own personal hygiene and it is helped and cleaned
by a number of small creatures. The symbiosis and the unity of the elements which make up the
aquatic environment can make the child understand what an ecosystem is and how important every
species is. Besides the computer skills and the intellectual capacities, the child develops also the
desire to protect the whales by cleaning them up. The care and responsibility towards today‘s
largest and so vulnerable animals of the planet is developed by replaying the game and by solving
10
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the tasks of every level in a certain time limit (www.jocuri12.com). Elements from the ethics of the
―whole‖ are found even in other types of ecologic games such as those regarding the pollution of
the seas and oceans. This time, the main character is one adored by the children, Tweety, which by
means of his looks appears to be quite vulnerable, but it is smart enough and resourceful in critical
situations. In this game, Tweety has to pick up the garbage from the bottom of the ocean. In order to
succeed he must learn how to avoid some marine mammals or some fishes that stop him and send
him to the surface of the water, thus stopping him from finishing his mission and in the same time
he learns how to use the special qualities of some marine beings. Besides the computer skills, the
intellectual capacities and the creativity needed to find the easiest ways to collect the garbage,
children learn also about what is specific to the life of different species of marine animals,
capacities and qualities which might help or stop him from solving the task of the game. The care
and responsibility towards marine animals, starting from the small and peaceful ones up until the
big and aggressive ones – starting from the delicate corals up until the fearless sharks -, towards the
marine environment is developed by means of the desire to collect as much garbage and waist as
possible. They also have a different score according to the level of pollution they produce over the
aquatic environment. The motivation is also increased by the time limit imposed by the game.
Identifying themselves with Tweety, the children will learn also how to protect their own life
because of the oxygen tube, and not only the life of the other living beings or the environment
(www.ejocurigratuite.ro). The use of these games in the ecologic education will help pupils to have
a clearer image of the situations and the facts which have an ecologic content, especially when these
have a destructive effect over nature (for example, viewing some images which present different
ways of polluting and the negative effects of them – the image of the oceans after the spillage of
different waists, the understanding and the accessibility to documentaries made in a narrative way
by means of which the pupils can better understand the effects that the destruction of the wilderness
has on the lives of animals or the animals‘ grief resulted from the abuses which some men commit,
etc.). Using the new media in the activities for the ecologic education will help children understand
on the one hand, the complexity of the relationship between man and nature and on the other, the
steps taken by the ecologic ethicists that militate for the expansion of the moral sphere over the nonhuman beings. They will learn to take decisions even from the perspective of the non-human
beings. Thus they are building up a mature mentality on ecology and on sustainability. At the same
time, the observations pin pointed towards the fact that these desiderata can be easier reached
during the extracurricular activities which take place both inside school and outside it, and during
the informal ones because they allow the pupil to earn and to practice the abilities to act and to
relate according to the reality they are a part of. We are referring here to the internet and the
computer games which according to their content or better yet, according to their task ahead, can on
the one side have positive effects which is desirable in order to help the ecologic ethics of the
formal type, and on the other, some negative effects which creates contradictions on what concerns
the values and norms that are taught during the classes of ecologic education. For example, if the
purpose of the game is to develop the computer abilities and the task is to water as many trees as
possible in order to move onto the next level, than the effect is a positive one, but if the subject is a
shark that must catch as many seals as possible, than the effect is a negative one for the
development of the ecologic conscience. This is why it is necessary to better collaborate with the
non-formal institutions which offer educational programmes which have as a goal the building up
and the development of the abilities to use the new media, and with the family as well for a closer
observation of the children when they try to value these means in the informal educational activity.
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4. Instead of a conclusion:
In conclusion, it is recommended to accomplish and to implement some educational projects and
activities which should put to good use all the implementing measures of the ecologic education in
the educational process. The elaboration of some curricular materials which are well made
represents a high necessity in order to accomplish this goal. Maybe the introducing the obligation of
studying and to pass an exam regarding the ecologic education at the end of the school cycle – as it
happens in Great Britain – would determine all the categories of human resources involved in the
educational act to give a greater attention to nature and to its protection. In order to reach the
European qualitative standards in implementing the ecological education, it is imposed that in the
educational practice to move the accent from the intellectualist side of this new education, on the
attitudinal one, valuing thus the casuistry and its narrative side among the educational strategies
focused on the pupil. In order to build up the pupils‘ convictions and the ecological attitudes it is
extremely necessary to prepare and to train the future teachers from the perspective of the principles
of the ecological ethics.
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Abstract
Speech accidents can also be evaluated by some psychological constraints as some of the
interfering effects of the producing some sounds may cause slip of tongue in the coding-encoding
process. Such an error is the result of the transposing of initial sounds of two words; what's more,
spoonerism as a linguistic deviation refers to the speech errors of L2 learners while it can also be
related to the ones of native speakers. Especially errors in the verbal production of the L2 learners
stem from some slips of tongue, which hinder the intended message as a result of some
psychological conditions, and sometimes they may convey unintended humorous meaning codes.
Spoonerisms of the L2 learners are tried to be explained by a psycholinguistics perspective. In this
context, the linguistic conditions that sanction the slips of tongue will be explained through
cognitive processes.
Keywords: Cognitive process, speech errors analyses, extroversion, introversion
1.Introduction
The process of conveying thoughts through articulated speech is a very complex intact. Therefore,
there have always occurred speech errors in the history of humankind. These kinds of errors are
committed when the sounds are uttered in an unintended way and cause meaning loss or a different
message from the intended one. According to Sturtevant (1947), ‗speech error‘ is ―unintentional
linguistic innovation‖. Another definition comes from Boomer and Laver (1968): ―A slip of the
tongue … is an involuntary deviation in performance from the speaker‘s current phonological,
grammatical or lexical intention.‖ Bears (1992) defines slips: ―Conceptually, slips are actions that
mismatch their own guiding intentions. Operationally, they may be defined as actions that are
quickly recognized to be errors as soon as we become aware of them‖.
In fact, people try to communicate each other effectively in an error-free way. But, their wish to
speak perfectly is far from reality. Several aspects must be taken into consideration while analyzing
speech errors such as linguistic units and linguistic rules. Psychologists believe that speech errors
may occur in a speech environment that is probably affected by speaker‘s psychological and
cognitive state. Additionally, many socio-cultural factors may play an important role in speaker‘s
communication performance (Yang, 2002).
Spoonerisms can be defined as the words or phrases containing swapped sounds. Several studies
regarded many types of spoonerisms (tongue slips) and language games have the more eye catching
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one are from different scholars. Speech errors may be phonological, lexical, or grammatical, or they
may be errors against social appropriateness (Nooteboom, 2005).
Speech errors have traditionally been used to provide evidence for models of speech production
that utilize the constructs of linguistic theory as psychologically real components of linguistic
performance (e.g., Levelt, 1989 cited in Frisch and Wright, 2002). In fact, one may be prone to
commit errors in speech both in mother tongue or target language. In this paper, we tried to explain
the speech errors or slips of tongues connected with some psychological conditions in second
language learning
2.Literature Review
In this section, some of the studies dominated in this field are mentioned from different perspectives
Linguistic perspective of speech errors
The concern of this classification is to understand the occurrence of the speech errors in appearance.
Actually, syntax of a sentence is usually preserved almost in all kinds of speech errors.
What may be intended is about the misused with the changes of the sounds in a word or between
two words or omissions of the sounds of a unit. It may be understood from the literature review of
linguistic perspective of speech errors; speech errors do not occur randomly, the occurrence of
speech errors follow a way of rules (Fromkin, 1968). Speech errors often occur when there are
repeated sounds in the unit (MacKay, 1970).
For example: irreplaceable  irrepraceable (Fromkin, 1973).
Fromkin (1973) advocates that speech error has been studied in the history of linguistic to
understand the mechanisms of speech production process such as studies from Lashley, 1951;
Boomer and Laver, 1968; MacKay, 1969, 1970; Hockett, 1967; Fromkin, 1968; Nootebom, 1969.
Boomer and Laver (1968) classify speech errors as disordering of units in the string, omission of a
unit and replacement of a unit. Fromkin (1973) explains that according to Boomer and Laver the
units so disordered, omitted, or replaced may be segments, morphemes or words.
The choice of the word in the process of conveying the thoughts is of great importance both for the
meaning and grammatical rules. According to the findings of Nooteboom (1969), a mistakenly
selected word in speech process belongs to nearly the same word class of the intended word.
For example:
I have some proposals to hand out  hang out
book of sixes  book of twos (Fromkin, 1973).
MacKay, Boomer and Lever, and Nooteboom (1969) study the influence of stress on errors in
speech. In the study of Boomer and Laver, it is concluded that ―The origin syllable and the target
syllable of a slip are metrically similar, in that both are salient (stressed) or both are weak
(unstressed), with salient-salient pairings predominating‖ (p.7). Nooteboom supports this
conclusion, stating that ― In significantly more cases than is to be expected in a random distribution
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the elements involved in a speech error belong to stressed syllables‖ (Nooteboom, 1969 cited in
Fromkin, 1973). As it is seen in the example below, there is no transposition of the stress, in spite of
the transposition of the words.
For example (Fromkin, 1973):
a computer in our own laboratory  a laboratory in our own computer
Spoonerisms generally draw a picture of the transposition of the linear ordering of the sounds
especially the first sound of the words. Wells (1951) supports this situation with his ―First Law‖ of
tongue slips. According to this law, ―A slip of the tongue is practically always a phonetically
possible noise‖.
For example:
keep a tape  teep a kape
sphinx in moonlight  minx in spoonlight (Fromkin, 1973).
Psycholinguistic perspective of speech errors
Speaking in target language is mostly regarded by most of the learners as the main skill of a second
language. Therefore, uttering sounds in target language bear in mind the potential fallacies. If so,
what can be the real criteria of real speech in target language? Is it only the ability of producing
sounds in target language or the ability of verbal communication with a native speaker of the target
language? Probably, another answer is more acceptable for most of the learners. Besides, the fear of
committing errors can be more dominant when communicating in target language especially with a
native speaker. From this risky perspective, any speaker committing speech errors because of
psychological and cognitive state is more probable. Therefore, one may commit errors in both
mother tongue and target language.
Apart from the linguists‘ speech error studies, there are also some studies, which look insight for the
cognitive and psychological aspects of the errors (Reason, 1982; Bears, 1992; Garrett, 1992). The
psychological state of the speaker plays a significant role in both types of verbal productions (L1
and L2). The extent of effects of psychological factors may vary in both L1 and L2 and therefore
they do not affect the cognitive state of the learners at the same level. Individual differences such as
extroversion and introversion, motivation, anxiety and willingness to communicate should be taken
into consideration while analyzing the speech errors. Additionally, communication barriers such as
lack of subject knowledge, stress and emotions can be effective on speaker‘s speech performance.
Fromkin, (1971) exemplifies that errors as cup of coffee  cuff of coffee and less young less
young and these samples are believed to show that speech segments of different sizes in an
utterance are organized and processed in a linear order. Such segmental errors obey structural laws
(cited in Yang 2002; 69). Other errors like pleased to meet you  pleased to beat you in a job
interview competition are thought to be caused by the speaker‘s psychological state (Motley, 1985
cited in Yang, 2002; p.70).
Extroverts are more sociable and active people than introverts are. They are active and have many
friends. Therefore, they are always risk-takers to speak with people (Eysenck & Chan, 1982 cited in
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Ellis, 2008). In this respect, introverts are closer to commit errors in speech since they prefer
loneliness and avoid communication. Motivation can be seen as the captain of psychological
factors. Speakers especially one of the second languages should be motivated to speak in target
language. Lack of motivation brings stress together with higher rate of speech errors. Willingness
to communicate (WTC) can be defined as the intention to communicate. That is, speaker‘s
unwillingness to communicate occurs in an unplanned context. When it is thought that speech
errors are generally committed unintentionally and unplanned manner, lack of WTC can cause
problems in communication. Most of the people fear speaking in front of society. People start to
sweat and tremble when it is time to say something to the people they do not know. What is more,
they can forget what they will talk about. The main reason of this undesired situation is of course
anxiety. High level of anxiety and stress can end in speech errors and change the meaning
unintentionally as in the example pleased to meet you  pleased to beat you in a job interview.
Brown&Yule (1983) talks about ―communicative stress‖ drawing an outline including 3 main
factors- features of the context (the listener and the situation), state of the knowledge of the listener
(the language and information) and type of task (status of knowledge and structure of the task).
These factors have the speaker feel worried and give rise to speech errors. Speaker feels more
comfortable if the listener is one of his peers or ‗junior‘ to him and talks to one listener than to
many. If the environment is familiar to the speaker, it is easier for the speaker to communicate.
When one is talking about a subject who is not known in detail by the listener, speaker gets stressed
to explain it and transmit the message to the listener. These factors have the speaker feel worried
and give rise to speech errors. Regarding speech errors in L1 and L2, the following questions may
be addressed: Which situations and conditions are effective in speech errors in both first language
and second language? Communication barriers, speaker‘s unawareness of grammatical and
phonological rules, individual learner differences, and psychological conditions state of the speaker
and communication stress can all play a role on the performance of speech errors. But their effect
on L1 and L2 speech can be different. Speakers may commit speech errors in native language
because of personality differences and psychological factors rather than unawareness of language
rules.
3. Conclusion and discussion
Speech errors have been mainly discussed within the frame of linguistic and psycholinguistic
perspectives. Speech errors may be committed in both mother tongue and second language. We
have tried to find answers to the question which factors are more effective on speech errors
committed in both languages with the help of literature review (see references). Some linguists such
as Fromkin (1973), Nooteboom (2005) etc. study speech errors from the perspective of language
rules. Psycholinguists such as Garrett (1992), Reason (1982) etc. study these errors to understand
the psychological and cognitive nature of the errors. Apart from these studies, socio-cultural
perspectives (Yang, 2002) have been developed to understand speech errors. Additionally, the
effect of L1 on L2 may be taken into consideration while studying speech errors. Speech errors may
be discussed by analyzing the errors in detail within the perspective of communication stress
(Brown&Yule, 1983) and individual learner differences. The effects of personality factors may be
more comprehensible in the light of further studies.
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Abstract
The didactic concept that is at the foundation of this method is learning through practice. It is a
simulation of the activity from inside a real company. Pupils have a strong motivation to work with
such a teaching model because they can put into practice the theoretical knowledge and they can
gain new professional skills.
Keywords: Simulated enterprise, ROCT, learning through practice
1. Introduction

The “Simulated enterprise” represents a model of a real company, being a method of practical
approach for content integration. Also, this method is designed to form personal aptitudes and
competences necessary in the economic field, from low-level positions to top-lever management
positions.
Inside a ―simulated enterprise‖ the pupils can occupy different positions, either as a manager or as
an employee, in this way being responsible for their tasks and form their entrepreneurship skills. At
the same time, in a ―simulated enterprise‖ all processes and transactions are based on real company
activities, the company being structured in classic departments: human resources, administrative
office, marketing, logistics, accounting etc.
The entire activity of the ―simulated enterprise‖ takes place according to the national law that all
real companies respect.
The method ―simulated enterprise‖ has two main characteristics:
 Virtual: there are no money and no goods.
 Realistic: it uses national commercial laws, information flux and documents circuit.
The constitution of a “simulated enterprise”
The constitution of a ―simulated enterprise‖ is based on ROCT (Romanian Branch of Fictive
Companies) demands. The documentation required to start a ―simulated enterprise‖ is slightly
simplified from the one used in reality because of the necessity to ease the correspondence between
the companies and ROCT. Yet, the documentation is mainly according to the O.U.G. 76/2001 with
following changes and during classes their real form is presented.
2.
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A constituted and authorized ―simulated enterprise‖ is not closed after one or two school years
(when pupils are in the XI or XII grade), but is taken by the next generation. Usually, the main
authorized companies are the ones that have as main activity wholesale commerce or services.
―Simulated enterprise‖ based on banks model, production or retail companies are not approved.
The documentation is elaborated in two copies: one is sent by post office at ROCT, and the other
one is kept at the fictive company. After the registration and authorization of the company a
registration certificate and its annexes are issued.
All payment/ return operations between different fictive companies made through the ROCT –
VIRTUAL BANK. For the success of these operations all fictive companies from Romania have to
open a domestic and a foreign account at the ROCT - Virtual Bank. This procedure is valid only for
the cash-flow operations, the supply/sale operations being executed directly between the companies.
One of the main key components of the learning process is the simulation of failure and successful
situations. Wrong decisions, that in real life could jeopardize the company itself, in a ―simulated
enterprise‖ it cannot have a negative impact because of the virtual character of all situations and
operations.
The accumulation of certain abilities, skills and professional habits is possible through simulations
of different situations that happen inside a real company. It is necessary that this simulation is
multiple as structure and consistency. Different key-competences (e.g. team work, interdisciplinary
use of knowledge, communication skills, ability to take decisions) enable the pupils to obtain
professional abilities and certain flexibility that are necessary on the labor market nowadays. At the
same time, the pupil can discover through different positions held inside a ―simulated enterprise‖ a
certain domain for future professional development. In this way, the skills obtained practicing this
learning method inside an education establishment can help a young employee to reduce his period
of accommodation at his new work place being already familiar with certain activities from inside a
company, this thing being also benefice for the employer.
The power of a ―simulated enterprise‖ is determined by the transactions that are made inside the
national and international market of ―simulated enterprise‖ and also by the communication with the
external environment of the ―simulated enterprise‖: cooperation with mother-company/mentor
company, other economic agents, state institutions etc.
Inside a ―simulated enterprise‖ a real synergy of interdisciplinary contents is made: economics,
accounting, commercial correspondence, foreign languages, informatics, law and legislation,
marketing, management etc.
The didactic concept that is at the base of this method is learning through practice. It is a
simulation of the activity from inside a real company. The motivation is really strong for the pupils
to work inside this kind of a enterprise because they can put into practice the theoretical knowledge
and they can adopt new professional skills.
3. An example of a “simulated enterprise”
Next, we have an example of a ―simulated enterprise‖ set up by our pupils at the Economic College
―Dimitrie Cantemir‖ Suceava:
A. Company description
1. Company‘s name: F.E. ―SVECO EVENTS‖ S.R.L.
The name of the simulated company it is not only a simple denomination of the company but it
also shows that the company was founded of the concept and objective of sustainable development,
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for creating a better way of life for us and future generations. The name ―SVECO‖ is a compound
word: ―SV‖ is the abbreviation for the county where the company has its headquarters, and ―ECO‖
implies the integration of social, economic and environment dimensions of the company.
2. Company‘s coordinates:
Headquarter – 17A Lecca Morariu Street, Economic College ―Dimitrie Cantemir‖ Suceava
Motto – ―The success of an event is not based on luck; it is more connected to the way it is
organized. It is not a thing that you should wait for, but a thing that should be achieved; and the
company <SvEco Events> knows this thing!‖

-Logo -

-Slogan-

Website - www.svecoevents.com
The web page was created regarding the principles of easy usage and of nicely design that attract
the mind. Every element was well thought and nothing was left to be settled by chance. They
arranged the content, the links and the banners in such a manner that every visitor, every potential
client, could find very easily what he is looking for.
SvEco Events company knows how important the internet is for the success of the business and this
is why they invested a lot of time, effort and money for the creation of a exquisite web site, full of
different useful functions.
The logo of the company is situated in the center of the header, which gives it a lot of visibility, a
very important aspect for the name and notoriety of the company. Under the logo, there is an
address to the web site. Regarding the content of the web site, there are several categories of
information very useful for the presentation of the company and for the awareness of the clients.
There is a section called ―About us‖ where clients or future clients can find a short description of
the company and its activities. Then, in the ―Contact‖ section, the visitors of the web site can find
all contact details for the company and also a form that can be used to send different messages to
company‘s representatives. In the right part of the screen there is a searching toolbar, very useful for
those who want to find something in particular. Also, on the main page there is a section for the
most important articles about the company, presenting different information and pictures. This
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section is very useful for the entire website because it creates a strong image of the company, being
at the same time useful and less monotonous how other similar websites are. As it was mentioned
before, the SvEco Events‘s website is full of different functions. One of the most important features
is the RSS option that can inform every interested client about the news, promotions, offers and
other useful information about any change in the company‘s activity. Because the promotion of
different offers is very important, there is a banner situated in the sidebar created especially to ease
the access to ongoing offers. The website content is divided in three big sections: offers, news and
last minute promotions, organized in such manner to have full visibility.
3. Education establishment – Economic College ―Dimitrie Cantemir‖ Suceava
4. Teacher coordinator – Cheaburu Carmen Constanta
5. Contact details – Sandu Alexandru, General Manager
Address: 10 Viitorului Street, C8 building, apartment 18, Suceava
Phone no: 0744987250
E-mail: sandu.alexandra@yahoo.com
6. CAEN code – 7487
7. Unique registration code – 2201612 / 12.11.2007
8. Business entity – F.E. SVECO EVENTS is a Limited company and it has the next
characteristics:
- the shareholders liability is limited to shares;
- the activity control can be perform by the shareholders themselves, with the exception
when a censor is needed (the number of the shareholders is more than 15);
- a shareholder can retire from the company according to the Constitutive Act and Law
31/1990 modified and republished;
- for the financing and development of the company, a limited body can invoke an external party for
capital contribution, which is interested in this matter to become a shareholder; in this way, the
company‘s capital will increase and the party will become a partner.
9. Main activity – SvEco Events has as main activity event planning: weddings, baptisms,
anniversaries, surprise parties (private for a company or for a children birthday), balls, business
meetings, receptions, dinner parties. The services provided by SvEco Events are:
- room decorations according to the type of party, client‘s request, different topics;
- guest conveyance;
- renting of means of transport (limousine, carriage);
- fire works;
- corporate events;
- new service: expositions and conferences planning on different topics of present interest,
especially the promotions of bio goods.

4.Launching a new service on the Romanian market
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The company "SvEco Events" will launch a new service on the Romanian market. It will consist in
promoting the organic products provided by companies who wish to use our services, in addition to
the task of organizing events.
Companies that are interested in promoting their products are informed that this service will be
achieved through conferences and exhibitions. This service will be done at the office of "SvEco
Events" in the auditorium of the Economic College "Dimitrie Cantemir".
Please note that the promotion will be achieved through various strategies: logo, business cards,
fliers, slogan, posters, website, press articles, advertisements, media and others.
"SvEco Events" has proposed it self to organize conferences and exhibitions that take into account
issues that are usually missing or are not completely respected in Romania. To this end, we want to
improve the event process having in mind the organization of valuable and effective conferences
and exhibitions. We will take into consideration the format; the implication of the participants
(those that will form the audience and also the lecturers); the selection of the best participants and
of the highest quality audience; the organization of entertainment activities, in addition to the daily
conferences schedule; making exceptional promotional materials for the relevant audience.
We believe that our program to promote organic products and sustainable development, along side
our special competence in event management, the talent and effort of the 17 employees can
contribute to solving the larger social and environmental problems which the entire planet is facing
today. This is how we take responsibility for the people and for the environment.
If you are interested in acquiring this new service please contact us at: Economic College "Dimitrie
Cantemir" - Suceava, 17 A Lecca Morariu Street, tel: 0751253870, 0230/520462, Fax:
0230/520462, Email: mail@svecoevents.com!

An effective way to harness the activity of the simulated enterprises is by organizing a
―Simulated Enterprises‘ Fair‖.
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Preparing for the fair sets a new challenge for the simulated enterprises. Meeting business
partners and direct communication with them is possible only through business fairs. Students can
negotiate in real time, they can learn how to conduct business and they develop self-confidence.
5..Conclusions
The experience of leading direct negotiations and the team spirit that is gained through out the
process can be practiced successfully only in a ―Simulated Enterprises‘ Fair‖. After the ending of
the fair, the execution of the deliveries, the signing of contracts and settlement of invoices will also
make students more experienced.
The role of the fair:
- Recognition of student work;
- A way to express creativity;
- Conducting direct transactions with other simulated enterprises;
- Promoting locally the concept of the ―simulated enterprise‖;
- The possibility of obtaining funding sources for activities of the entreprise;
- Involving parents and the local community within the work of the students.
Objectives:
- Motivation to achieve results;
- Empowering students;
- Creating a simulated business environment as close as possible to a real business
environment;
- Skills training;
- Business language acquisition;
- Developing negotiation skills in business development.
The ―Simulated Enterprise‖ - a complex method, with good results - is an attractive
challenge for both the students and the economics teachers from the Economic College "Dimitrie
Cantemir" in Suceava.
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Abstract
Few thinkers have failed to score with such force of ideas, both education and policy universe
during the first decades of the twentieth century, as did John Dewey. Hi's instrumentalism was
considered a pragmatist version of the current version which gives more substance "structure"
created by the two and has firmly established that traditional philosophical conception that analyze
the practical effects of beliefs and our actions should be represent the most important concern of
the human mind. Intelligence has its basis in experience, but not instrumental, in that it was only a
means that produces, mechanically, a preset goal, it is "an organ imaginative and creative," says
Dewey, leading to the future and past "has significance for all disciplines who have an intimate
connection with human behavior: logic, ethics, aesthetics, economy.
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1.Introduction
Few thinkers have failed to score with such force of ideas, both education and policy universe
during the first decades of the twentieth century, as did John Dewey.
John Dewey's instrumentalism was considered a pragmatist version of the current version which
gives more substance "structure" created by the two and has firmly established that traditional
philosophical conception that analyze the practical effects of beliefs and our actions should be
represent the most important concern of the human mind.
Intelligence has its basis in experience, but not instrumental, in that it was only a means that
produces, mechanically, a preset goal, it is "an organ imaginative and creative," says Dewey,
leading to the future and past "has significance for all disciplines who have an intimate connection
with human behavior: logic, ethics, aesthetics, economy [...]". The ultimate goal of morally, is
constantly improving and refining the process of intelligence, "growth", accumulating, continuous
reconstruction of experience.
Organic connection between the theory of knowledge, ethics and Dewey's conception of society is
even more visible when American philosopher argues that social institutions should critically
examine the social function of intelligence, because it is not innate and can not be polished in
isolation. The development of "skills" democracy must begin at school, namely in the first years of
the child's educational experience. Dewey does not agree with the idea that the school prepares
future members of society. It should be seen, rather, as an extension of society, where the child
operates seamlessly as a full member of the community.
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John Dewey is considered by specialist reviewers as one of the most important representatives of
modern American pragmatism, "Dr. Dewey's scientific perspective and his arguments are largely
derived from a review of the scientific method." He claims that the truth of an idea lies in its
correspondence with reality, and that the term should be understood otherwise than according to the
traditional theory of truth correspondence. He believes that for a pragmatist, an idea is consistent
with reality when it leads to solving a problematic situation, being used successfully in action to
achieve a certain goal individually.
Dewey addresses the issue of knowledge in a naturalistic manner, considering the development of
knowledge is a human adaptive response to environmental conditions, the role of this response
being to intervene actively in the environment and turn. Dewey believes that for an instrumentalist,
knowledge is not just passive reception of a reality independent of the mind, but is the result of
investigative activities. Our judgments are tools that serve to explain how to carry our interaction
with the environment and predict our future experiences.
They operate in situations of life and have implications for our future existence. Judgments are tools
which work together with the experience in the meaning that they are able to connect to each other
different experiments (thus making possible the prediction), but are, in turn, screened through
experience. According to Dewey, judgments should be regarded as resources in the process of
investigation and should be evaluated according to their effectiveness or ineffectiveness. in the
value of truth, it is relative to the opportunity to justify their assertion.
To understand clearly what the truth of a judgment in terms of Dewey, it is necessary to specify in
advance how he thinks the investigation stems that reach the truth. The reason is that, for Dewey,
inquiry is the means by which we approach the truth, building it all the time. American philosopher
distinguishes five phases of the investigation, namely indeterminate situation, setting a problem,
determine the solution of the problem, reasoning and experiment. The investigation stems from a
problematic situation and consists of "controlled or directed transformation of an indeterminate
situation into a situation that is so determined in its constituent distinctions and relations that
converts elements of the original situation into a unified whole" .
2. Some problematic situation concerning Dewey’ problem
Investigation can turn an indeterminate situation into one determined. The operating conducting the
investigation deliberate changes on cognitive situation, reaching eventually, build subject
knowledge, there are no pre-trial investigation, but is the product of this process. Dewey does not
deny that before the investigation take place, there are events surrounding nature but considers that
they are not objects of knowledge only when they are investigated. Characteristics of an object of
knowledge depend on the specific conditions which have been imposed since the beginning of the
investigation process.
The researcher attempts to solve some problematic situation, devise a specific procedure on which
is to be conducted the research and make observations and measurements in terms of concepts that
are available in that phase of development of science. in the process of investigation, indeterminate
situation from which we started is transformed and the object of knowledge is built. Dewey points
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out that "according to pragmatism, ideas (judgments and judgments are included for convenience in
this period) are attitude response to extra-ideal things, extra-mental."
Turning to the first stage of the investigation, the problematic situation, it is characterized by
Dewey as a situation in which instinctive responses that the body gives the environment no longer
allow individuals to achieve their goals. Based on these data, he can understand the problem faced
and may make this hypothetical solutions. The experiment follows according to the requirements
imposed by the initial difficulty. Success hypothesis to be tested experimentally depends on how
comprehensive it helps to solve the difficulty identified.
The truth of the hypothesis depends on the consequences that occur when it is implemented where
consequences of the difficulty of resolving the original, which generated the investigation, the
hypothesis tested is true (though its truth is accepted provisionally, thanks to useful results obtained
after checking them). Consequences if not eliminate the difficulty, then it means that the hypothesis
is false to address. Summarizing, we can say that to be true, a judge must satisfy two conditions:
first, it must be justified, that is the product of an investigation which was carried out in order to
solve a given problem; Secondly, it should solve the problem that prompted the formulation of this
judgment as a possible solution to them.
Dewey rejects foundationalism and position failibilist. He believes that any court accepted as true is
only provisional status, as long as you can provide a sufficiently coherent understanding of reality,
so that it can serve as a basis for human action. According to Dewey: "The ability to reach the truth
and using it is a fundamental problem and a condition of modern life." Owning truth makes life
easier for us and allows us to act more effectively, which is why it is very important for each of us
to know the truth and we can use. It is noteworthy that in his later works, Dewey will get to have
doubts about the possibility of formulating a clear and precise characterization of the truth.
3.Conclusions and sugestions
In conclusion I would like to mention that one aspect of the pragmatic theory of truth for which
currently advocates and American pragmatism is the anti-foundationalism, rejecting the idea of the
existence of unquestionable foundations of theories. And the right time to introduce his comments:
"Dewey's theory of knowledge has not been processed in a manner to bring into the mainstream of
Anglo-American epistemology. Today few epistemology appreciate what Dewey's thought can
contribute to the solution of problems of knowledge launched by other theorists. "
As can be seen, is a project formulated in general terms, which provides a range of information on
current pragmatic points of interest but whose chances of success are difficult to assess. However, if
the attempt to formalize a pragmatic theory of truth will be a success and will allow any objections
which have been brought to this theory, I would say that there are encouraging prospects
contemporary pragmatist project to be successful.
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Abstract:
Disturbances and dislocations at the subsystems mean the major effect of the imbalances systems
at the level of education, as a result of this topic in the past few years in comparison with other
European indicators. One of the most powerful effects for the crisis on education systems has been
given by the decrease in financing education (primary, secondary, tertiary and university
education). Therefore, Romania has recorded a drop in sequence of GDP ( Gross Domestic
Products), by default low budget and, therefore, the funds intended for Ministry of Education and
Research on the financing, as well as investment and on projects. The impact has been one of the
most powerful upon the labor wages teaching, investment funds, purchasing etc.Furthermore,
related to universities, three-quarters of the universities income comes from the state budget. In
this respect, it loosens conclusion that, such negative consequences had a negative impact on the
educational teaching quality.
Keywords: Educational system, financing, under – funding, educational/didactic evaluation

1. Introduction
The educational assessment means together with the process of teaching and learning a fundamental
component of the educational process. Its importance is due to a large extent that makes possible
the differentiation of the students depending on their achieved performances, talents and skills that
they hold, and last but not least on accumulated knowledge. The learning process is such that it
requires certification of the knowledge acquired at the end of each stage. This applies not only in
pupils case , but everywhere, every time when a learning process ends and knowledge should be
assessed in order to make possible the classification on the basis of merits. Starting from the
assessment it should be determined each time to what extent we can make educational situation in a
reality convenient, adequated to extension objectives in school.
Educational assessment is a comprehensive form of verification and shall be provided in a phased
way, over a period of several school activities, at whose end, the teaching staff can assess the level
of training which the pupil has at that time. The assessment, understood as a component of the
educational process, has a two- stage dimension, in the sense that, on one hand, it represents a
means by which the student is appreciated, and, on the other hand, constitutes for the teaching staff
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an algorithm of teaching assessment. Therefore, school evaluation is the process by which we
measure and we appreciate the teaching product.
2.Education and economic crisis
On the other hand, when we think about the concept of didactic/educational assessmen, our analysis
focuses particularly on a series of educational policies. In other words, in our opinion, you can't
realise a fair educational/didactic assessment if you don't take into consideration what is happening
in other countries. So, related to external situation, for example Latvia was the country in which a
reduction of 48% educational expenditure was operated, followed by a further reduction of 18 %, in
accordance with the recommendations of International Monetary Fund (IMF) World Bank
(reducing budget costs). Also, in other countries there has been a reduction of the expenditure for
higher education between 5 and 10% such as Estonia 10 %, Italy 10 %, Ireland 9, 4 %, Romania 10
%, the United Kingdom 6, 6 %, less than 5% occurred in countries such as Czech Republic, Poland,
Croatia, Serbia, Macedonia.
Once the economic crisis started, some countries have made major investments in higher and
secondary education, such as Germany, investment of 800 million euros as a result of a program
implementation The pact for German education. In France the investment in education have
increased up to 30 billion euros, in key areas in higher education, secondary education and
scientific research. 11 Billion of this amount has been allocated to improve the quality of
education, 8 billion for scientific research, and the rest of the amount has been used as an
investment in fixed capital (university and pre-university campus). These two countries (France and
Germany) can be considered an example of good practices in the field of the governing policies of
educational ideals compared with international system.
We should note that these states faced with the same economic crisis. And they have not hesitated
to invest in both fixed and human capital, with the aim of of having the progress of a modern
society of the Third Millennium. A consequence of the economic crisis on education system has
been and is the reduction of the participation rate by young people in education as compared to the
years before 1989. In fact, with the emergence of economic crisis there was a danger that parents
didn`t want to send their children to schools, due to the fact that the application of employment was
limited, and they could no longer see investment utility in education for their own children.
In the days before economic crisis, the rate of participation in secondary and tertiary education has
been on the rise in all countries of the European Union.
However, according to a UNESCO (2008) report it is specified that education of good quality
stimulates economic growth, the improvement of the living standard, the quality of life and reduces
poverty in the next few years. Poverty is a factor which affected the quality of the education
because of the low standard of living of the children who come from families with low income.All
these are to be found at the level of a vicious circle, the increase in poverty having a powerful
impact on the quality of education (recess put on perception regarding the education utility reported
to the parents` behaviour). The restriction on the right of education has a negative impact on growth
and economic development in the long term, a situation that causes job losses ( professional training
inferior to market requirements or even non-existent) what makes the maintenance in a state of
poverty of the population in a period of transition to a market economy of the Third Millennium.
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The Teaching Staff requirements in didactic assessment process forces children`s thinking and
parents` also to withdraw from courses without being beyond the educational institution's gate
another institution to take over. The result of the decisions offer the chance to these scholar failures,
combined with institutional managers and professors, .with precarious education of parents and with
road wanderings by pupils, leading them and supporting them using state institutions, by sending
them at the same time in the process of re-socialization with economic costs tens of times higher
than the costs offered by of government policies for education.Applied in the context of training,
the assessment is the process of assessing the quality of educational system is but also of a part of
the system.
Evaluation mainly affects the educational process efficiency from the point of view of the relation
between the designed aims and the results achieved by students in the learning process. The
assessment is done by the teacher through appropriate teaching strategies designed for peering the
review of the internal functioning of educational action. With a view to appropriate design and
implementation of assessment activities in school, it should be taken into account a few important
transformations that have occurred lately and which have resulted in a sizing and a negative trend
of evaluative strategies: (1) Extending the assessment action as the check and in evaluating the
results - the traditional aim - to the process assessment of the strategy which has led to some
results; evaluation not only of pupils, but also of content, methods, objectives, the learning
situation, of valuation itself; (2) TAKING into account the other indicators, other than cognitive
acquisitions , as well as behaviour, students' personality, attitudes, the degree of incorporation of
certain values etc; (3) the diversity of assessment techniques and increasing the degree of adequacy
them to concrete didactic situations (extending the use of test, the works in the form of synthesis,
the development of methods for the evaluation of practical procurement); (4) The opening of
assessment toward several perspectives of space school (relational skills, teacher-student
communication , availabilities in social integration); (5) Student's transformation into the teacher`s
authentic partner in assessment through self-check, inter- assessment and controlled assessment.
3.Policies of the European Union in the field of education and training
The Rome Treaty of 1957, specifies that the economic size will represent the principle economic
engine of European construction while education was considered to be an exclusive field - the
responsibility of the Member States and of the governing policies. This perception of Community
education has laster for 22 decades, and in 1976 has caused the first change in Community
thinking on education at the level of the Member States. Then it has been adopted the Resolution
on the program of action in the field of education and cooperation at the level of the States members
on exchange of information on national education system with a wide range depending on the
country.
The Maastricht Treaty brought new skills European Union in the field of education, recognizing the
role of education in the future development of Europe. The Lisbon Treaty has been carried out for
the first time, a distinction is made between the European Union and the Member States or the
States acceding Government (the accession treaties). The Education and Training Treaty falls into
the category of the coordination of the Member States. The Article 165 of Treaty of Lisbon has
shown the role of the European Union in the field of education. European Union contributes to the
development of quality education on relations of Member States by supporting and supplementing
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the actions fully respecting Member States' responsibility for the content of education, the system
of organization as well as educational and cultural diversity and transnational language.
Educational objectives of European Union policies in accordance with Article 165 shall relate to:
(a) Development of the European dimension in education into the language of Member States; (b)
Favoring of mobility of students and university teachers through recognition of diplomas; (c)
Promotion of two-way relations cooperation between educational institutions; (d) Developing the
exchange of information and experience of education systems in the Member States; (e)
Encouraging exchange of young people and educational instructors for supporting young people in
European democratic life (principles democratic European); (f) Encouraging and supporting
education at distance with all forms of modern assessment.
In fact, in the Lisbon strategy has been drawn up the program Education and Training 2010 within
the framework of which it has been proposed a package of reforms that turn Europe into the most
dynamic and more competent economy in the world based on knowledge capable of sustainable
development (International Conference from Rio de Janeiro), providing more and better jobs and a
greater social cohesion. In this context, European Union policies are to be found in the Romanian
education system. So, we consider the concept of "assessment". Problematic teaching assessment
(school) is an important consideration in advisory process. Special notes on joint actions in
education shows performances in (non) evaluative differentiations. This situation leads to a
recovery of teaching potential. In this way, teaching evaluation process should be included within
the limits objectivity and educational responsibility. Therefore, the understanding criteria
underlying specific appreciations, requires (Auto)assessment skills, designed to justify itself
validity of the appreciations and educational performances.
In the teaching staff, educational assessment (understood as process and assessing the measurement
(Radu, 2008)) provides useful information regarding teaching and learning. In the context of the
new educational paradigms, in the literature and in practice itself we put more and more emphasis
on interactive educational assessment, which in a modern education an absolutely obligation and
who knows at the same time "conscious training and policers". Such an assessment is distinguished
from the traditional one in that it is based on interactive methods specific to new education.
However, this point of view, although shows an emphasis on the new element must not lead to a
complete surrender of traditional assessment.
According to C. Cucos, the meaning of the word "assessment", offers different meanings, in the
functions of the educational realities which shall take into account: assessment of system learning,
the assessment of the educational institution, teachers' assessment, evaluation of the programs, the
students` assessment etc. The contemporary society brings problems of a great complexity, which
causes the emphasis on ways in which must be carried out educational action, in order to help the
man from our days to answer questions that he encounters. However, there are enough arguments
forsupporting the idea of progress, evolution, adaptation, more recently - the management of
change, etc. , getting started to be taken not only to understand, but also to act on educational
activity itself. (Lisievici, 2002: 34). The assessment represents a moment of the learning process
and is just as important as teaching. Assessment should be applied to students and teachers. In the
future we need more teachers who are able to realize self- check, and then they apply to students
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assessment optimal methods for every moment of assessment and each disciplines. Furthermore,
the evaluation is A self tuning activity for both students, as well as for teachers, with a view to
obtaining superior performances.
Whatever its immediate objectives of evaluation should be, the assessment must support and
promote the work of teaching and learning. It makes it easy to adjust professional activities, as it
provides information about quality of teaching, about the way in which it has been carried out the
content of training, about its accessibility, about the value of teaching technologies.
To establish a strategy for the assessment in education is equivalent to fix when you're evaluating,
in whatever form, with what methods and means, and how you take advantage of the information
obtained etc. Of course, in the end, on the basis of the conclusions reached, the student will change
the strategy of learning, professor his teaching strategy h and the director his managerial strategy.
Evaluation means, together with teaching and learning, a fundamental operational component of the
educational process. It constitutes the adjustment and self- adjustment element, with reverse
connection, through the education system, regarded as cyber warfare system. In the light of the
prospective systemic correlations between teaching and learning assessment, the assessment
informs us about the efficiency strategies and methods, teaching and learning but at the same time
on the accuracy of establishing operational objectives and the extent to which they are to be found
in school results. (Panţuru S.; Păcurar D.C., 1987: 33).
Educational curricula considers the assessment of teaching process the educational process as an
activity for the collection, interpretation of the monitoring data on the effects of direct relationship
teacher-student with a view to streamline educational system operation. Educational assessment is a
comprehensive form of verification and shall be provided in a phased way, over a period of several
school activities, at whose end, the teaching staff can assess the level of training which the pupil
has at that time. The assessment, understood as a component of the educational process, has a twostage dimension, in the sense that, on one hand, it represents a means by which the student is
appreciated, and, on the other hand, constitutes for the teaching staff an algorithm of teaching
assessment. Therefore, school evaluation is the process by which we measure and we appreciate
the teaching product.
A relevant aspect in the process of assessment is one which takes into account the relationship
between assessing a person (individual appreciation) and assessing the group. Here comes an
educational paradox which relates to its purpose of the carried out activities. This paradox lies in the
fact that, sometimes in school system, in grades located in the last year of education or before
changing a school cycle, is used in the so-called modern methods of teaching - learning those
covering educational activities which shall be conducted at the level of group.
Furthermore, in the case in which these activities fall within the scope subjects which are relevant
and finality in a final exam (high school graduation exam, capacity, etc. ), then the paradox is more
than obvious in what concerns the teaching process. Of course, you don't have to minimize the
importance of modern methods of teaching - learning, but you don't even need to overreact with
regard to their application in such an approach. ―An evaluation of the group must take into account
the assessment of all the appreciated members separately, assessment which should be located at
the level of educational responsibility‖. (Jeder, 2011: 420-422). In other words, an accurate
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feedback effectively involves a structured review at the level of each member of the group in
question. ―In evaluating the operation of the group , it shall discussed any action of a State which
should be improved in order to maximize learning‖ (Popa, 2005: 195). Therefore, a relevant and
effective assessment should also consider the situation of a foundation for learning.
The operation of the evaluation is not a superimposed step in the learning process, but it is an
integrated act of teaching activity. Assessment should be designed not only as a check of
knowledge or as a means of objective measurement, but as a way of processing which involves a
global strategy on training. It is a way to validate the justice educational sequences, components
teaching process and a means of distinguishing, mounting, and working on educational objectives
and contents. Pedagogical evaluation shall include in its scope the results and their psychological
sublayers. This is done by the teacher through appropriate teaching strategies designed for peering
the review of the internal functioning of educational action.
Having an important role in the optimization of the activities by any type, the assessment is
permanent in any business area. Education is a centered field of the company, in which the
activity of the evaluation manifests in particular and whose approach is deeply justified. Thus, the
assessment in the field of education aims to appreciate objectively and with scientific ways the
training effects of a pedagogical action.
We can appreciate that in the past decades, the concept of ―assessment‖ has undergone profound
and significant transformations in an ambience of education and learning process, the meaning of
evaluative process being changed with the intention to adapt to new educational and social
requirements. Evolving from traditional design as a fall in the end of life-long learning, today, the
assessment is more than just a final or parallel process with life-long learning. It is an act which
organically integrates in the same process of learning, creating interactive and circular
relationships. While learning, the student performs repeated processes of professionalism and
critical appraisal, which serve as a basis for decision-making guidance for his own training and
development.
Furthermore, the concept of "assessment" changes over time, while gaining multiple potential and
various meanings. Thus, the level of teaching is interested in not only the progress assessment of
teaching, but also in training and developing the students` capacities of self – check.The
Educational requirements include a new register of powers, unlike traditional powers centered on
transmission of information and learning assessment of the transmitted information. Because of the
diversified contents which must be assimilated by students and verified by the teaching staff,
methods and techniques of evaluation have never known a rich-quick. The new methods which
have arisen are successfully used along with the traditional ones and offers an overview picture ,
of the one being assessed. Therefore, in each normal and healthy child may be formed and
developed capacities necessary for carrying out scholar tasks. It all depends on the organization and
carrying out of their work correctly.
Both the amount and the quality of knowledge, as well as general intellectual development will
depend on the student's motivation for teaching, moral and volitional attributes whose knowledge
is essential for carrying out an effective activity with its respective students. Knowledge of each
student, his general intelligence , training level and the evolution of him in different stages of
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education requires systematic observation of activities, applying the tests for the evaluation, the
examination of pupils lessons, discussions with parents and individual discussions with the
students, with the reference to the system requirements of school history syllabus.
4. Conclusions and proposals
A relevant aspect in the process of assessment is one which takes into account the relationship
between assessing a person (individual appreciation) and assessing the group. Here comes an
educational paradox which relates to its purpose of the carried out activities . This paradox lies in
the fact that, sometimes in school system, in grades located in the last year of education or before
changing a school cycle, is used in the so-called modern methods of teaching - learning those
covering educational activities which shall be conducted at the level of group. . Furthermore, in the
case in which these activities fall within the scope subjects which are relevant and finality in a final
exam (high school graduation exam, capacity, etc. ), then the paradox is more than obvious in what
concerns the teaching process.
Of course, you don't have to minimize the importance of modern methods of teaching - learning,
but you don't even need to overreact with regard to their application in such an approach.The
evaluation is an action of knowledge ( especially) for some phenomena, under their extent of
accomplishments report,of condition and functionality of a system, of the results of an activity.
Therefore, the object can be a phenomenon, a person (student, teacher), an activity, or its results, an
institution, or the school system as a whole, etc. The Evaluative act aims at improving phenomena
assessed, being carried out with a view to take decisions in this respect.
We notice that, the modernization of the Roumanian teaching process, centering on its quality,
especially on the education` s quality, gave rise to the polemics among the practitioners, Especially
among with those who are divided into camps pro and against reform. In most cases, This
discrimination is made on the basis of the age, the convictions of each and by the perception that
they have on the new. All these things prove that evaluation is a very important component of
teaching process and that it deserves to be investigated in depth, in order to achieve its goals, with
which is invested, and in order to be designed, implemented and evaluated properly.
Conclusively , it can be said that the main functions of the evaluation shall consist of efficiency
measurement and of the auto-adjustment of the teaching process, teachers being able to control the
scholar acquisitions, students being aware of their achievements and progresses, and the community
to be informed on the course of progress in which school evolves and on the orientation of the
young generation. In this respect, it is being spoken about the assessment of the education`
effectiveness.But is equally necessary that the effective evaluation to be assured. This latter aspect
is a matter of importance, Since it can be the most eloquently confirmed by passing the
control/assessment to self-check. (auto – assessment), what claims in a larger plan the transition
from determination and patronage to a reasoned self standing.
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Abstract
Some think that Virtue ethics by A. MacIntyre was the only solution to the moral vacuum in society.
Responsibility as an essential. And what is a virtue? To know and understand the modern
development of virtue ethics by Alisdaire MacIntyre, learning objective the best way to fill the
moral vacuum is to chart our moral virtues. We believe the same thing. Alisdair Chalmers
MacIntyre (born 1929) is a Scottish philosopher primarily known for his contribution to moral and
political philosophy. He is an extremely influential Catholic philosopher. The thinker directed
toward metaphysics, because modern ethical study has lost its way. Since the enlightenment ethics
has been dominated by normative theories. The thinker moreover, he understands that there is no
past to which we might return. The philosophical task of Alisdaire MacIntyre is to account both for
the dysfunctional quality of moral discourse within modern society and rehabilitate what he takes to
be a forgotten alternative in the teleological rationality of Aristotelian virtue ethics. MacIntyre's
thought is revolutionary as it articulates a politics of self-defence for local communities that aspire
to protect their practices and sustain their way of life from corrosive effects of the capitalist
economy. The theory of virtue in this respect is open to God. Theory of virtue, being a person with a
certain quality of character. As, however, the civilizational progress, higher and higher forms of
self-love guide our morality. Civilized man does not act so wickedly, above all that he too much self
respect has. Though his respect for himself also produces the appropriate attitude to morality.
Virtue ethics refers primarily to the nature of the person. Here I have to be honest, happy, I know
how to behave. Due to this process we need to understand each other, we need to practice. We need
to reach a certain capacity. Thus need more rules. I gained knowledge of certain principles, it
owned a habitual. Whereas the defense of morality the “ethics of dilemma” approach to morality
forgets an essential part of ethics - the Person's character and how personal moral growth is
encouraged, A. MacIntyre noticed. Saint Thomas but gave bad person narration, which is different
from the narrative people by MacIntyre. In the midst of human feelings and common disputes, we
are looking for the ultimate truth. A natural morality is forged by people over time through trial
and error. For MacIntyre, the practices necessary for training in practical reason through which
we acquire the ability to act intelligibly requires the systematic growth of human potential by
acquired excellence that cannot help but challenge the character of modern moral practice and
theory. We must learn to respond to the feelings that accompany all of us, and are formed
preferably in small communities. MacIntyre has sought to help us repair our lives by locating those
forms of life that make possible moral excellence. Alisdair MacIntyre convincingly proves that
rationality and ethics are inseparable; that it is impossible for the unjust person to think rationally,
or for the irrational person to be just. According to MacIntyre's moral language expresses no
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feeling, but the attitude. We need to find the means to realize the virtues, shape different attitudes
and dispositions. Virtue ethics is different from the ethics act. The act is like at the beginning of the
great task of shaping a complete man. You have to open up to life, which is good! Make your best.
Today, the state of well-being is sought, it is therefore necessary to achieve appropriate social
institutions. Virtues as understood by MacIntyre, as some features acquired; as a response to the
need for historical descent into the depths of human feelings, they remain inevitable, tighter say,
unavoidable for the growth of the human family. This is contemporary virtue ethics Alisdair
MacIntyre.
Keywords: Internal, external, narrative, practical reason, virtue ethics

1. Introduction
Alasdair Chalmers MacIntyre (born 1929) is a Scottish philosopher primarily known for his
contribution to moral and political philosophy. He is an extremely influential Catholic philosopher.
MacIntyre converted to Roman Catholicism in the early 1980s. He is Emeritus Professor of
Philosophy at Notre Dame and Duke University, and has also taught at Oxford, Yale, and Princeton.
His most influential book, 'After Virtue,'(1981) was recognized as a significant critique of
contemporary moral philosophy. The task of 'After Virtue' is to account both for the dysfunctional
quality of moral discourse within modern society and rehabilitate what MacIntyre takes to be a
forgotten alternative in the teleological rationality of Aristotelian virtue ethics. MacIntyre's thought
is revolutionary as it articulates a politics of self-defence for local communities that aspire to protect
their practices and sustain their way of life from corrosive effects of the capitalist economy.
MacIntyre's second major work of his mature period, 'Whose Justice? Which Rationality?,' 1988)
takes up the problem of giving an account of philosophical rationality within the context of his
notion of "traditions,". The latter "is an argument extended through time in which certain
fundamental agreements are defined and redefined" in terms of both internal and external
debates.(A. MacIntyre, Whose Justice? Which Rationality?, Notre Dame, in: University of Notre
Dame Press, 1988, p.12)MacIntyre argues that despite their incommensurability there are various
ways in which alien traditions might engage one another rationally – most especially via a form of
immanent critique which makes use of empathetic imagination to then put the rival tradition into
"epistemic crisis" but also by being able to solve shared or analogous problems and dilemmas from
within one's own tradition which remain insoluble from the rival approach. (ibid. p.361-362)
Alisdair MacIntyre's aim in 'Three Rival Versions of Moral Inquiry' (third major book, 1990)is to
examine three major rival traditions of moral inquiry on the intellectual scene today. While 'After
Virtue' attempted to give an account of the virtues exclusively by recourse to social practices and
the understanding of individual selves in light of "quests" and "traditions,". Alasdair MacIntyre
believes the history of philosophy is profoundly relevant to contemporary life and thought. For
MacIntyre, the history of philosophy is not necessarily a history of progress in which our grasp of
truth is improving. My text is to focus on MacIntyre‘s radical heritage. Its particular strength is its
sustained focus on Alasdair MacIntyre‘s political thought. MacIntyre from his early Marxism went
to Aristotle. "Politics" is the aristotelian name for the set of activities through which goods are
ordered in the life of the community. Though his criticisms of modernity are often thought to reflect
a nostalgic and unjustified preference for the Middle Ages, for a life like in medieval communes. It
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appears the reception of MacIntyre within political philosophy has largely been reductive and onesided, namely, that he is simply viewed as a conservative communitarian- and this is not true.
'Dependent Rational Animals' (fourth major book, 1999) was a self-conscious effort by MacIntyre
to ground virtues in an account of biology. "Human vulnerability and disability" are the "central
features of human life", and Thomistic "virtues of dependency" are needed for individual human
beings to flourish in their passage from stages of infancy to adulthood and old age.(see, A.
MacIntyre, The Tasks of Philosophy: Selected Essays, Vol. 1, Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2006, p. VIII)
I shall try to present the most salient points of MacIntyre‘s argument here regarding adequate
conception of human good. MacIntyre convincingly proves that rationality and ethics are
inseparable; that it is impossible for the unjust person to think rationally, or for the irrational person
to be just. We can now say in terms of A. MacIntyre's an adequate conception of human good that
the virtues genuinely flourish. And it was the aim of his articles: we have to live wisely, with
intelligent life. Alasdair MacIntyre's writings on ethics, political philosophy, philosophy of religion,
philosophy of the social sciences and the history of philosophy have established him as one of the
philosophical giants of the last fifty years. MacIntyre, unlike so many of his contemporaries, has
exerted a deep influence beyond the bounds of academic philosophy.
2. The intelligibility of action
Alasdair MacIntyre introduces anew truly remarkable work of scholarship with the following
succinct summary of its purpose: "I promised a book in which I should attempt to say what makes it
rational to act in one way rather than another and what makes it rational to advance and defend one
conception of practical rationality rather than another. Here it is‖ (see,A. MacIntyre, Whose justice?
Which rationality? Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1988, p.IX; cfr. Andy
Blunden, Alasdair MacIntyre: Review of Whose Justice? Which Rationality?, May 2003, in:
http://home.mira.net/~andy/works/macintyre.htm). And his advice to the reader who wishes to
continue the investigation is: ―We, whoever we are, can only begin enquiry from the vantage point
afforded by our relationship to some specific social and intellectual past through which we have
affiliated ourselves to some particular tradition of enquiry, extending the history of that enquiry into
the present ...‖ (Whose justice? Which rationality? p. 401) ―For each of us, therefore, the question
now is: To what issues does that particular history bring us in contemporary debate? What resources
does our particular tradition afford in this situation? Can we by means of those resources understand
the achievements and successes, and the failures and sterilities, of rival traditions more adequately
than their own adherents can? More adequately by our own standards? More adequately also by
theirs? It is insofar as the histories narrated in this book lead on to answers to these questions that
they also hold promise on answering the questions: Whose justice? Which
rationality?‖.(ibid.,p.402) We do not intend to recapitulate here all what MacIntyre has said. The
main target of his critique is liberal individualism and the challenges posed to all of us, by a world
in which liberalism is the dominant governmental and social power.
Though, we are in the grip of a kind of liberal philosophy, at the same time we want our actions
serve people. Essential to our learning to act is that we learn to behave in a way that others can
construe our actions as intelligible.(see, A. MacIntyre, The Intelligibility of Action, 1986) In 'After
virtue' thinker even said: ―the concept of an intelligible action is a more fundamental concept than
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that of an action.‖(After Virtue, 1981) Let's look at a work of philosophical MacIntyre, his work on
the philosophy of action, his development of key arguments from Wittgenstein concerning the
conditions necessary for our actions to be intelligible to others as well as ourselves. So, by thinker
intelligibility of an action depends on the narrative continuities in an agent‘s life. Yet the ability to
narrate my life depends on having narratives available that make my peculiar life fit within
narratives of a community that direct me toward an end that is not of my own making. The
intelligibility of my life, therefore, depends on the stock of descriptions at a particular time, place,
and culture. I am, at best, no more than a co-author of my life.
At the beginning we are particularly taken with his distinction between action and behavior as
crucial for understanding MacIntyre's entire project. Human behaviour seen as action of agents who
desire and are moved, who have goals and aspirations, necessarily offers a purchase for descriptions
in terms of meaning what thinker have called "experiential meaning". Behavior is rational "if, and
only if, it can be influenced, or inhibited by the adducing of some logically relevant consideration."
(see 'Determinism and Rational Behaviour,' in Mind, A Quaterly Review of Philosophy New Series,
Vol. 68, No. 271 (Jul., 1959), pp. 28-41, Published by: Oxford University Press) We have already
given the definition for rational behavior, but in this definition we find a point which must be
clarified, that of a logically relevant consideration. What exactly is a logically relevant
consideration? Well, that is logically relevant will necessarily vary from case to case. And it can
vary so much that MacIntyre even goes as far as saying that the "task of philosophy might almost be
defined as the task of defining 'logical relevance'." (ibid.) A. MacIntyre tries to show us that rational
behavior is not causally determined, but that it comes out of our free will.
A. MacIntyre is highlighting an important point: human actions reflect purposes, beliefs, emotions,
meanings, and solidarities that cannot be directly observed. And human practices are composed of
the actions and thoughts of individual human actors with exactly this range of hermeneutic
possibilities and indeterminacies. So the explanation of human action and practice presupposes
some level of interpretation. There is no formula, no universal key to human agency, that permits us
to "code" human behavior without the trouble of interpretation. So, in A. MacIntyre 'Whose Justice?
Which Rationality?'(1988) is to review of a comparative history of three influential Western
'traditions' of moral and ethical theory that manages to stage a surprisingly strong and honest
defence of Catholic Aristotelianism...Recall, Ethics Nikomachean presents the theory for the
fulfillment of human beings, what makes a man happy. This book shows a direct relationship
between the virtuous and happy life. A. Macintyre makes Aristotle, the Christian. He unfolds
several different rationalities at odds with one another, confronting modern society with the
unrecognized depth of the disagreement between different "views."
Alasdair MacIntyre argues that Freud's conception of the unconscious is complicated by his
tendency to use the term in two different ways. MacIntyre shows how Freud uses the term
"unconscious" both as a straightforward description of psychological phenomena, and as an
evaluative notion to explain the links between childhood events and adult behavior. In his work A.
MacIntyre discusses repression, determinism, transference, and "practical rationality," and offers a
rare comparison of Aristotle and Lacan on the concept of desire.(A. MacIntyre, The Unconscious:
A Conceptual Analysis)
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Note the explanation of human action: whether we can find reasons for actions in the modern world
that would not only enable us to act effectively but also move us to act in a manner that who we are
and what we do are of a piece.(see also A. MacIntyre, Against the Self-Images of the Age, 1971,
also, in After Virtue, ―Fact, Explanation, and Expertise‖ and the ―Character of Generalization in the
Social Sciences.‖) In
'Tradition, Rationality, and Virtue: The Thought of Alasdair MacIntyre,'
Thomas D. D‘Andrea provides a helpful overview that rightly directs attention to MacIntyre‘s
engagement with psychoanalysis and the philosophy of social science. Behaviorist and deterministic
accounts of action, as well as his development of Wittgenstein‘s distinction between description and
explanation all of which is crucial for the constructive account 'After Virtue' gives of practical
reason and the virtues.
We see A. MacIntyre attempt to provide an account of the human good in social terms directed him
to metaphysics. For this account was inadequate without a metaphysical grounding. In 'The Task of
Philosophy,' where he argues that first principles are not simply given before our engagement in a
mode of inquiry. We have to ourselves to undergo a transformation amounting to a conversion if we
are to understand ―that it is only by participation in a rational practice-based community that one
becomes rational.‖ MacIntyre provides a rich account of such a conversion in 'Edith Stein' by a
close analysis not only of Stein‘s conversion but also Rosenzweig‘s and Lukacs‘ conversions.
MacIntyre indicates in the prologue to the third edition of 'After Virtue,' that he came to recognize
that ―what historical enquiry discloses is the situatedness of all enquiry, the extent to which what
are taken to be the standards of truth and of rational justification in the contexts of practice vary
from one time to another.‖
MacIntyre certainly holds that it is undeniable that many culturally embodied systems of thought
and action exist with their own standards of excellence. Moreover, adherents of these systems come
to conclusions that are incompatible with other systems. In the history of philosophy were what
fragmented and largely transformed also morality, A. MacIntyre noticed. Philosophers as Kant and
Mill attempt to develop accounts of morality in the name of some impersonal standard was an
understandable response to the loss of shared practices necessary for the discovery of goods in
common. Modern moral philosophy becomes part of the problem, for its stress on autonomy, like its
corresponding attempt to free ethics from history, produces people incapable of living lives that
have narrative coherence. Through the development of subplots and the introduction of new
characters, the story MacIntyre tells is thickened and made more complex. The current morality
portrayed in history already it is not satisfied for him, A. MacIntyre sees the inadequacies of
Marxism. The first involves the nature of moral judgment and the meaning of such key evaluative
words as good, right, virtue, justice, duty, and happiness(see, a short essay in Against the SelfImages of the Age, 1971) A.MacIntyre observes that it is exactly at the level of language that the
moral inadequacies and corruptions of our age are evident.
Other causes that hinder compliance moral judgments are a source not only in the language, in the
psychology, or generally in the absence of education, upbringing, but also in a variety of theories
and philosophical problems, for example regarding the status of general concepts (cfr. a dispute
about universals of Middle Age, or theory of the concreteness to the idea of mental by G. Berkeley).
In 'After Virtue' philosopher confronts the emotivism. The latter says: ethical reflection, and the
resulting provisions are merely the expression of subjective sensations and feelings of the
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individual. Emotivism considered evaluation and standards for pseudo-sentences that apparently
show the state of things, in fact, but are an expression of irrational and emotional posture leaning to
take a similar position on the matter. (see, A. MacIntyre, After Virtue, 1981)

3. Epistemological crisis and dramatic narrative
In an article first published in 1982, wonderfully titled 'How Moral Agents Became Ghosts, or,
Why the History of Ethics Diverged from That of the Philosophy of Mind,' MacIntyre writes, ―At
the beginning of modern moral philosophy which I date in the 1780s the moral agent as traditionally
understood almost, if not quite, disappeared from view. The moral agent‘s character, the structure of
his desires and dispositions, became at best a peripheral rather than a central topic for moral
philosophy, thus losing the place assigned to it by the vast majority of moral philosophers from
Plato to Hume.‖ Choice, as MacIntyre thought Stanley Hauerwas comments, ―conceived by Kant
and Reid as deciding between desire and the requirements of morality and later by Sartre as the
condition of an individual‘s authenticity‖ replaced character as crucial for moral agency. And the
rest, as the story goes, is history. (see, S. Hauerwas, The virtues of A. MacIntyre, in: First Things,
October 2007) By taking the active study of philosophical traditions A. MacIntyre even concludes,
crucial for him is the historical fact that one tradition of inquiry can put another tradition into an
epistemological crisis. (For his account of such crises, see the chapter in A. MacIntyre, The Tasks
of Philosophy entitled "Epistemological Crisis and Dramatic Narrative.") In an extraordinary essay,
―Colors, Cultures, and Practices‖ in The Tasks of Philosophy , MacIntyre draws explicitly on
Wittgenstein‘s arguments against a private language, to argue that our judgments of color are
socially established standards. He then provides a fascinating account of how painters such as Hals
and Turner discovered through the practice of their painting color discriminations that established
standards of excellence that make impossible relativistic judgments. The subtitle of his 1999 book,
Dependent Rational Animals , is Why Human Beings Need the Virtues , which makes clear that
MacIntyre thinks that we are necessarily teleological beings who must learn to trust one another.
The ―plain person‖ is the character MacIntyre has identified to display the unavoidability of the
virtues. Plain persons are those characterized by everyday practices such as sustaining families,
schools, and local forms of political community. They engage in trades and professions that have
required them to learn skills constitutive of a craft.
And so we have concepts such as fact, value. A. MacIntyre sees the assumed impossibility to move
logically from an is to an ought. A. MacIntyre likewise insists on the importance of avoiding the
tendency to treat philosophers as though they all held the same worlview-presuppositions. They did
not. They occupied radically different social, cultural and historical contexts, and their
presuppositions about the nature of reality were oftentimes radically different from, and at odds
with, each other A. MacIntyre argues that political institutions and practices are themselves very
much dependent on local political attitudes.(A. MacIntyre, After Virtue. London, UK, New York,
2011, NY. Bloomsbury Publishing, Plc, p.13)
After finishing the War in Vietnam, the American public could not take an official stance regarding
this war. So different dimensions of human had been entangled in reality. And today also
commonly have to deal with the fragmentation, but of a human life sensu stricto. What is the theory
of a common society by Alisdaire MacIntyre? This Scottish thinker seems to say: "I'll be better." He
shows a good, a rule, a virtue, as a result which we acquire practice of (cf. an article by A.
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MacIntyre, Plain Persons and moral theory). What are the right play ball? Gaining efficiency. In
MacIntyre terms 'a good' shows what we get in experience. One must be able to distinguish between
what generally makes me happy than what currently makes me happy. We want that, so we should
rely on a good trial, or opinion (phronesis- good Judgement). We have to do (it), which we consider
to be the most tenable, rational. Alisdair MacIntyre also relies on human inclinations and natural
law, which is not going to change. Unlike emotywism by Jean-Paul Sartre (referencing only on
doing the decision), utilitarianism (we recognize life), Kantian deontology duty (doing what is
necessary), Scottish thinker is based on the authority of Aristotle's virtues.
The main work of MacIntyre gives rise to a new way of thinking in ethics, but rather an attempt to
renew Aristotle's moral philosophy. MacIntyre opposes the philosophy of postmodernism
traditionalist anti-modernism. He questions the ways of thinking derived from the dominant culture
in our own philosophical enlightenment. MacIntyre's views are inspired by the Marxist critique of
liberalism and weave the moral values that constitute intellectual Christianity in its Catholic variant.
At a conference in 2009 in Notre Dame, Indiana, entitled "Catholicism instead of what," he recalled
the French poet Charles Péguy (1873-1914), who is the author of such sayings as: ―We must always
tell what we see. Above all, and this is more difficult, we must always see what we see/.../ ―It will
never be known what acts of cowardice have been committed for fear of not looking sufficiently
progressive/.../ Everything begins in mystery and ends in politics." The conference Alisdair
MacIntyre talked about the narrative of people, on their progress and regress, but most of all he
read in the thinking of students and encouraged them to cultivate the values in the Christian children
education. Because here is not so much about morality as the viability of their parents. And what is
the capacity of the church to improve this situation,? MacIntyre rhetorical question was. Thinker
pointed to the correction of the education system, the development of societies: evoking civil
America war he gave on it as the most destructive war up. The conflict between societies. So you
have to put in the end the question: how good are we? Here a narrative of life is in conflict with the
secular mind. Let's put on our personal development, but also the development of institutions that
protect people, also a certain stability is very important now, for human rationalization of public
life.
All the people are invidious, Alisdair MacIntyre expressed that at some point. The Thinker relied on
our personal "madness", "madness person." God is a Jew, as if we often agree with this argument.
Child- it becomes after his birth. A rational look at the lives that depend on our feelings and choices
is important, we need to take this into account. You have to finally ask about how we improve our
lives, memory of which we keep in our societies? How people work together? In the face of the
various dimensions of our humanity, we must confront mercy and justice. Alisdair MacIntyre
invoked here poetry and life narrative. If we believe in the power of meaning, we should ask about
the quality of the opportunities of the Christian liberty. Quite to the current show nothingness, and
that one we are being wasted, to admit that our metaphysical procedure entails political behavior
often. The paradox of our potentiality lies in the fact that we need politicians. And as we pray, so
we are. There are daily depravity and poverty of everyday life, we need schools, Catholic
workshops we need not only for Christians. Do not Isolate moral order of the richness of life.
According to our internal tensions must be built in this view our political answer.
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Virtue ethics by Alisdair MacIntyre, it's about ordering goods, setting them in the most accurate
series, arranging of the goods. Is not bad, good deeds. Compare the pair: ignorance- evil,
knowledge- good. So, good people do good things. For these goods come through experience,
phronesis- good recognition. In this context, Thomas would say: I wish you, Jesus. Alisdair
MacIntyre is not so much an arbitrary position of Saint Thomas, what the attitude of practical
reason (practical reasonning). What is good for me, considering it first. But above all a question of
only seeing the other person. I am curious. For exemple person A-is good, person Y is needed. As a
result, the reaction can be particular or universal. Hence Y has finally realized, was made an act
(action). Otherwise how emotivism, that is incorrect theory, according to Virtue Ethics, make
decision, that is, it would make others people able to make someone happy. So, I do not have
money, it means, I do not have money as a value that MacIntyre called the Good. It means, that is
earn money gradually wise life that money has become a virtue. I think.
Acquire MacIntyre virtues: flourishing, happiness, excellence , relationship, justice, patience,
courage (facing fear), temperence, honor, contemplation, the mean, relevance, revival of interest,
pleasures, career(having career, różne od having job), freedom, money, wealth, emotions, prestige,
respect (which responsibility), to choose proportial life, industrous (pilny), whole life. Avoid
extreme to find golden mean. Courage is among excess and deficiency. You need moderation, for
we are individual. We are utilitarian, beacause we can recognize life. Virtues as habit. Mamy czynić
z cnót nasz codzienny habit. You do desire freedom, pleasure. Why?
Because it leads to something very important, the friendship, the greater ability. In demonstrating
the complete person (see article, Plain Persons and Moral Theory) MacIntyre distinguishes three
social roles of men, I already mentioned, which we realize. And so, in life we can be an esthete
(Aesthate), manager (Menager) or therapist (therapist). And even if we do not know how to try it
and created it, in our choices alot the roles of moral inconsistencies. We can see the difference
one's, for example, in distinguishing between the words 'meaning,' that is, the meaning of what you
say, and 'use' - in expressing something, of the preferences and the emotions. MacIntyre argues that,
in this respect, emotivism is not consistent, correct, because sometimes we can make bad decisions.
The function of human is to utilize a life. Let's note, my particular happy decision is different from
your happy particularistic decision. St. Thomas gave bad person narration, which is different from
the narrative people by MacIntyre (ordinary Plain Persons). In this view, the history of man seems
to be dangerous something. I choose some fear, etc. Mostly people are not rational rules regarding
appointment. Do you know how to take correct decision (right way). MacIntyre would want to tell
us: "I'll be better." But how we are good now, as people? Here's a question that ultimately emerges
from these analyzes Scottish thinker. We need to find the means to realize the virtues, shape
different attitudes and dispositions. Virtue ethics is different from the ethics act. The act is like at
the beginning of the great task of shaping a complete man.
The theory of virtue in this respect is open to God. Virtue ethics refers primarily to the nature of the
person. Here I have to be honest, happy, I know how to behave. Due to this process we need to
understand each other, we need to practice. And so when baking cakes need to know the technology
of baking the cake, to tast, but also, for example, you must collect the ingredients for the baking,
eggs, flavorings. We need to reach a certain capacity. Thus need more rules. I gained knowledge of
certain principles, it owned a habitual. And now I know better, for example, what it means 'not to
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kill'. And you too. "You flourishing," that is- you're happy. In various situations, in our decisions
Biblie Revelation is ver helpful. And justice, here you are, it seems to have constantly a great job
for us. But what to say, for example, for extreme cases, in making moral decisions? MacItyre seems
to prompt us one solution to this issue: if the practice of virtue is worthly, that is, the most sensible
approach to the virtue is always possible. This is not idealism.
4. The unavoidability of the virtues
G.E.M. Anscombe believed that Virtue ethics by A. MacIntyre was the only solution to the moral
vacuum in society. Responsibility as an essential... What is a virtue? To know and understand the
modern development of virtue ethics by Alasdair Macintyre, learning objective the best way to fill
the moral vacuum is to chart our moral virtues. A. Macintyre believed the same thing. Overview the
best way to fill the moral vacuum is to chart our moral virtues. The virtues help us overcome the
effects of the three groups of people: atheste, menager, therapist. Throughout history they have been
important because they help ordinary people be moral. There are internal and external goods. It is
too concerned with normative rules or the reality of those normative rules. This has not helped fill
the moral vacuum of society. MacIntyre directed toward metaphysics, because modern ethical study
has lost its way. Since the enlightenment ethics has been dominated by normative theories. These
theories give a moral answer to a problem based on different circumstances.
Virtue ethics before the 20th century had died out. However it was noticed that there was a distinct
gap in the moral mindset that normative ethics was not fulfilling. A fresh approach was needed. In
'After virtue' A. MacIntyre traced the history of virtue ethics and tried to establish a system of virtue
ethics for the modern age. His basic complaint was that modern ethics put too much emphasis on
reason and not enough stress on people, their characters and the contexts of their lives. History is
important, Macintyre noticed that as societies developed 2,500 years ago, so different virtues
developed too. In the age of Homer a poet who told the story of (the Iliad and the Odyssey), the
following virtues were paramount; Physical strength, Courage, Cunning, Friendship. These are
known as the Homeric Virtues. Eventually, as cities (the polis) developed, life slowly became more
civilized. Aristotle developed his theory of virtues for the city of Athens and his virtues became
known as the Athenian Virtues. They were (briefly) as follows: Courage, Friendship,
Justice: retributive (getting what you deserve) and distributive (making sure that the goods of
society are fairly distributed), Temperance, Wisdom. The emphasis on strength and cunning, needed
in time of war, was gone.
Macintyre argued that the Athenian virtues of Aristotle were the most complete. Athenian virtues
For Macintyre, the problems with ethics began during the Enlightenment, a period of time during
the 17th and 18th Centuries when Science became more important for discovering truth. It was
thought that a single, rational cause for morality could be discovered and thinkers such as Hume
and Kant attempted to do this. Macintyre argued that despite the theories of people like Kant and
Hume, the virtues have lived on. What‘s more, society depends for its very existence, upon people
who exhibit the virtues. The virtues Macintyre argued that living a virtuous life depended upon
getting into the habit of being moral and of striving towards being virtuous. He argued that this can
give life an overall purpose and meaning. The virtues for Macintyre, are any human quality which
helps us to achieve the ‗goods‘ in life.
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So, Alisdair MacIntyre argues that modern ethical theory, as it has developed since the seventeenth
century, has been exposed by contemporary as conceptually bankrupt. To find an alternative, he
looks to ancient Greece and especially to Aristotle's concept of virtue. Although his critics consider
this alternative to be something of an impossible dream, MacIntyre argues that it is central to a
recovery of ethics. So, we are trying to in the text to explore the core ideas of MacIntyre‘s ethics
and politics in order to present a coherent vision of his intellectual and practical project. The reader
will discover how the evolution of MacIntyre‘s teachings has led him to a position that the authors
convincingly label ‗Revolutionary Aristotelianism,‘ a doctrine that unites the many concerns and
interests evinced by him over a half-century or more.
So, A. MacIntyre writes, "There seem to be no rational way of securing moral agreement in our
culture."(After Virtue, 1981, ch.2) What to do in this situation. In 'After Virtue' Alisdair MacIntyre
sought to address a crisis in moral language that he traced back to a European Enlightenment that
had made the formulation of moral principles increasingly difficult. In the search for a way out of
this impasse, MacIntyre returns to an earlier strand of ethical thinking, that of Aristotle, who
emphasised the importance of 'virtue' to the ethical life.
Whereas the defense of morality the ―ethics of dilemma‖ approach to morality forgets an essential
part of ethics - the Person's character and how personal moral growth is encouraged, A. MacIntyre
noticed.(Agent-Centered, Not Act-Centered, see the first chapter of this article) We are not
concerned to know what goodness is but how to become good people, since otherwise our enquiry
would be useless. (see, Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, II 1103b 27-9) Among the most important
messages of the Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics are the opinions: "Happiness is the reward of
virtue/.../ Moral virtue is an outcome of habit/.../ Since the early years of shaping the habits of one
kind or another, depends quite a lot, depends very much depends almost everything." (ibid.)
According to Aristotle a virtue is a skill to learn to be virtues. Learning to be virtues. Courage is
neither covardly nor foolhardy, is like second nature. To take Golden mean by Aristotle is very
important. Aristotle provided MacIntyre with an account of why our actions require a conception of
an end as well as the social and political conditions necessary to sustain a life formed by the virtues
constitutive of that end that is simply lacking in modern moral practice and theory. We are for
MacIntyre's critique of modern ethics as a disastrous fetishism of rules detached from community
like Atheiste, Menager, Therapist etc. For exemple managerism is an inappropriate form of
corporate leadership and management culture that is characterized by a self-serving management
biased toward capital markets and apathetic toward employees; it mostly occurs in publicly traded
companies.
MacIntyre's moral philosophy is shown to provide the resources for a powerful crititque of
liberalism. His dicussion of the managerist and emotivist roots of modern culture is very interesting,
it seems to be the inspiration for a critical social science of Modernity. Conservatives and liberals,
moreover, both try to employ the power of the modern state to support their positions in a manner
alien to MacIntyre‘s understanding of the social practices necessary for the common good.
Liberalism, opponent to it the thinking by MacIntyre derives from a judgment that the best type of
human life, that in which the tradition of the virtues is most adequately embodied, is lived by those
engaged in constructing and sustaining forms of community directed towards the shared
achievement of those common goods without which the ultimate human good cannot be achieved.
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A. MacIntyre 'Ethics and Politics' ends with a fascinating defense of the virtue of toleration and free
speech.
The thinker moreover, he understands that there is no past to which we might return. He notes that
we are all ―inescapably inhabitants of advanced modernity, bearing its social and cultural marks.‖
Accordingly he acknowledges that his understanding of the tradition of the virtues and the
consequences for modernity of the rejection of that tradition is one that is possible only on this side
of modernity. We can gain some understanding of the moral character of modernity only from the
standpoint of a different traditions. But as personal activity necessary to achieve an excellent
learning, so research activity necessary for the discovery of the first principles. The Thinker from
Aristotle goes out to Saint Thomas, who writes: we know the essence of things only by the effects.
Alisdair MacIntyre's understanding of practical reason and the virtues are secular...In his important
chapter called ―Aquinas on Practical Rationality and Justice‖ in Whose Justice? Which
Rationality?, MacIntyre does acknowledge that Thomas Aquinas‘ account of practical reason does
have a ―theological dimension,‖ because it requires knowledge of God. But he appeals to Thomas
himself for evidence that such knowledge does not require -revelation. Thus, as if following the
indications of A. MacIntyre, as our mentor, at the threshold of the third millennium, we open
ourselves to a strong family, also on a human weakness, I would say, in the midst of human feelings
and common disputes, looking for the ultimate truth. In 'Edith Stein' A. MacIntyre writes: ―We do
not begin with some adequate grasp of the concepts of knowledge and truth and in the light of these
pass judgment on whether or not we know something of God or whether or not it is true God exists,
but rather it is from our encounters with God and with the world and with human beings that we
learn what it is to have knowledge of what truth is.‖
The ethical condition is not the condition of having a certain right theory; rather the ethical
condition is having a certain character. This observation from 'Ethics and Politics' makes clear his
view that a natural morality is forged by people over time through trial and error. For MacIntyre,
the practices necessary for training in practical reason through which we acquire the ability to act
intelligibly requires the systematic growth of human potential by acquired excellence that cannot
help but challenge the character of modern moral practice and theory. This is contemporary virtue
ethics Alisdair MacIntyre.
5.Conclusion
In fact, MacIntyre‘s work is extreme, but we live in extreme times, as Stanley Hauerwas noticed it.
MacIntyre has sought to help us repair our lives by locating those forms of life that make possible
moral excellence. Alisdair MacIntyre convincingly proves that rationality and ethics are
inseparable; that it is impossible for the unjust person to think rationally, or for the irrational person
to be just. We can now say in terms of A. MacIntyre's an adequate conception of human good that
the virtues genuinely flourish. And it was the aim of his articles: we have to live wisely, with
intelligent life. And it also became our goal, we were better.
"The rights of property are absolute. There is and can be no standard external to them in the light of
which some particular distribution of property could be evaluated as just or unjust. Justice on this
view serves the ends of property and not vice versa," citing D. Hume MacIntyre said. (Whose
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Justice? Which Rationality?, Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1988, p. 295) A.
MacIntyre also shows that no conception of justice and ethical life is possible outside of some real
community in some place at some time. How to proceed against the way of life in which human
relations are governed by the world market? As remarked above, MacIntyre advises each of his
readers to look to their own tradition for the resources to take such a challenge forward.
Let us try to live wisely now in the families, in our communities. So we drew attention to the A.
MacIntyre understandings of the centrality of practical reason, the significance of the body for
agency, why the teleological character of our lives must be displayed through narrative, the
character of rationality, the nature of the virtues, why training in a craft is paradigmatic of learning
to think as well as live, his understanding of why the Enlightenment project had to fail, his
particular way of being a historicist, and why the plain person is the necessary subject of
philosophy.
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Abstract
“The family is both the fundamental unit of society as well as the root of culture. It … is a perpetual
source of encouragement, advocacy, assurance, and emotional refuelling that empowers a child to
venture with confidence into the greater world and to become all that he can be.” (Marianne N.
Neifert, Dr. Mom’s Parenting Guide)
Keywords: Family, marriage, filiation, relatives, adoption
1. Introduction
Family is in every society from now or from the past the most important social institution, therefore
its analysis is essential in the knowledge of the social life.
Family was considered to be the foundation of society, becoming an element of social stability,
while the relationships within it establish all the relations in society.
According to the prelate Albert Holenstein presentation in „Marriage and familiy‖, „the family is
the place where people put down roots, so they cand grow then; in the family, people can give life;
human values live in family and are transmitted to future generations, values that are valid for life‖.
2 Family institution
2.1 Family
The notion of „family‖ can be seen both sociologically and legally. From the sociological point of
view, the family, as a special form of human community, designates the group of people united by
marriage or family lineage, which is caracterized by community life, common interests and mutual
help, so that family relationships have a character of complexity that can not be found in other types
of social relationships.
In the legal sense, family means a group of people within there are rights and obligations arising
from marriage, adoption and other similar reports of family relationships, family being seen as a
legal reality by regulation by law. The latin origin of the word „family‖ is familia, which stands for
famulus – „house slave‖. The meaning of this word has changed over time. In the past, family was
practically owned by the man (pater familias). Between the members of that kinf of family, there
weren‘t, in fact, family relations, but the family was coonsidered more as a subordinate property.
Although, the first form of family appeared in history was a matriarchal one (with the mother as the
head of the family), and only later appeared the patriarchal family (with the father as the head of the
family).
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In Western culture, the term „family‖ implies a married couple, consisting of a mother and a father
who have children, a family with children being considered the ideal model of a family in the
society. There is another typological classification of the family: monogamous families, where only
two people are married, the form that is now widely accepted; and polygamous families, in
particular, one man being married with several women. Modern forms of family emerged as
unmarried couples who are considered partners, with or without their children or adopted. Along the
history, in Europe was differentiated the term „big family‖ where several generations can live
together, or the term „small family‖ with a smaller number of family members.
The nuclear family, also called simple family, is composed of husband and wife with minor
children, living and householding together. This combination is considered the minimal unit of
social organisation, representing the core of all other forms of family structures. The extended
family, also called „composed family‖, includes in addition to the nuclear family and other relatives
or other generations. This includes, besides the children and their parents: the grandparents (the
parents of the two parents), the children‘s uncles and aunts (the brothers and sisters of the two
parents, along with their spouses), cousins of the childre (the sons and daughters of the children‘s
uncles and aunts), sometimes even great-grandparents (the parents of the children‘s grandparents).
Generally, in an extended family, there are living and householding together three generations:
children, parents and grandparents. The single-parent family is that type of family where the
children live with only one parent. This thing can happen for various reasons: as a result of divorce,
separation of parents, the death of a parent, the adoption of a minor by an adult, or as a result of the
decision of a woman to give birth to a child without being married or living with a man.
2.2 Marriage
Marriage is a certified union that two persons (usually of opposite sex) or more than two persons (in
those countries that recognize polygamy) have decided to start a family, to live and to share their
material goods and income in common. The marriage act creates a family relationship between the
families of people involved. Marriage is an institution in which interpersonal relationships are
acknowledged in a variety of ways, depending on the culture or subculture in which it occurs. Such
a union, often formalized by a wedding ceremony, may also be called marriage. In some countries,
even people of the same sex can get legally married. From a legal perspective, marriage forms a
family group itself (Cristian Gânj, Rudenia şi afinitatea în procesele civile).
People get married for various reasons, such as: legal reasons, social ones, affective reasons, and
economical, spiritual or religious ones. These may include arranged marriages, family obligations,
the legal establishment of a nuclear family entity, or the legal protection of children. The act of
marriage usually creates legal obligations between the individuals involved. In some societies, these
obligations also extend to the family members of those who get married. The term ―marriage‖ is
used in the sense of the Civil Code in two ways: as a legal act by which the future spouses agree to
marry under the forms prescribed by law, and in the purpose of a legal situation, as a legal status of
spouses. In our positive law system, the act of marriage is a bilateral legal act by which the spouses
freely and fully equal consent to obey the legal statute of marriage. As such, the act of marriage is
only the legal source of the state of marriage, needed to acquire the legal situation of a married
person.
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3.The filiation
The filiation represents a blood relationship, a biological one, that results in procreation and birth.
Broadly speaking, it designates an uninterrupted string of births that links a person of her ancestor,
and narrow is the ratio of the descendent of a person from his parents. In relation to the parent to
whom it is established, the filiation (lineage) is divided intro filiation from mother and filiation from
father. After the nature of the relationship between parents on child birth or the date of conception,
the filiation may be from mariage or out of the marriage, and if it is only done legally, by adoption,
it‘s lineage from adoption. Parentage from the mother is also called motherhood and it can be from
marriage or outside the marriage. This knows the same legal regulation, whether it is from marriage
or outside of it. Filiation from the father, also known as paternity, represents the legal bound
between a child and his father. Also, paternity may be from marriage or outside the marriage.
Accordingly, there are is the child of the marriage and the child outside the marriage.
3.1 Kinship
From a legal perspective, The Civil Code defines kinship in Article 405(1) as the link based on the
filiation of a person from another person, or based on the fact that more persons have a common
ancestor. After its source, we can distinguish between natural kinship (the one that is founded on the
fact of birth and is based on blood relation ship) and civil kinship (created by adoption). The last
one substitutes the natural kinship, the adopted and his descendants becoming relatives with the
adopter and his relatives. After the family line (the line of people linked by kinship), we can
distinguish between kinship in a straight line (or direct) and kinship in collateral. A final criterion,
by the relationship between the parents, the natural kinship can be from marriage or outside of the
marriage. The Romanian Law grants the same protection of kinship in marriage or kinship outside
the marriage. The duration of kinship differs as it follows: the natural kinship is permanent, while
the civil kinship lasts only as long as the adoption exists. There is only one case in which natural
kiship ceases, when approving the adoption, but maintaining the impediment to marriage. The
affinity, also called aliance, represents the relationship between one spouse and the relatives of the
other spouse. This does not exist between the relatives of a spouse and the relatives of the other
spouse, and there is no relationship or affinity between spouses. The affinity has its sourse in
marriage and is does not appear in the case of cohabitation. Affinity also exists when kinship results
from adoption, as well as when it results from outside the marriage.
3.2 Adoption
The adoption represents the legal document by which a person becomes the parent for a child who
is not his biological son. Depending on the laws of each state, adoption can be realized by a married
couple, a single person or a homosexual couple. After adoption, the adoptive parents gain the same
rights as they have with their biological sons, while the parents who gave the baby up for adoption
lose their paternity rights. Adoption is a special measure for the protection of children‘s rights, that
establishes the filiaton between the adopter and the child (the adopted) and the kinship between the
child and the adopter‘s relatives. In the ancient times, the act of adoption was seen as an act of
charity to a single child or to a child who came from a family who could not give him a good living,
while nowadays this act is seen as an experience of being able to enjoy the feeling of being a parent.
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4. The evolution of the family in the history of the Romanian Law
4.1 Antiquity
In Romania, the archaeologists determined that the first people have lived here about one million
years ago (Corvin Lupu, Romanian Law History, Sibiu, 2001). As it is known, the first form of
organisation of the people in this territory was the cohort, in which a group of men were the spouses
of a group of women. In the cohort, only the mother was known for certain, so that, under some
assumptions, at that the woman had a dominant role in the society. Thus, the matriarchal society is
supposed to be kept throughout the Stone Ages.
This way of marriage, in groups, generated conflicts that have marked the human psychic.
Therefore, in the late Paleolithic Age, the relations between people belonging to different
generations have been forbidden, and even some rules of conduct that included the prohibition on
relations between close relatives appeared (incest). Gradually, it came to „marriage‖ pair, at which
point it was revealed the true father of the child, which was unknown during the group marriage
period. Also, changes were made in terms of filiation and the law of succesion.
The transition from the tribal ordination to the political organisation of the state was completed
during the Dacian king Burebista (82—44 B.C.), due to the numerous and profound social and
economic changes, many of them archaeologically proven and with historical written sources,
Greek and Latin ones. Regarding marriage, some information given by the poet Menandru refers to
an earlier period in which polygamy was known in some Thracian tribes. Further information on the
organization of the family were also transmitted to us from other ancient writers, such as:
Herodotus, Horace and Ovid, mentioning that Dacians have practiced monogam strictly, character
that had been defended with great care.
The information that came to us are telling us that the wife was bought by a man from her parents,
but the price was more fictional. The woman used to receive from her parents a number of goods,
called dowry. This rule is a sign of development on property. However, Horace, good knowledge
and keen observer of Dacian society, pointed out that the main dowry of the Dacian women were
not the goods brought from the parents, but „loyalty and virtue‖ (Corvin Lupu, Romanian Law
History, Sibiu, 2001). Also, the Dacians were punishing adultery with death.
4.2 Middle Ages
During IV-IX AD centuries, the family life has become the main form of social life. Family is the
group formed of the closest relatives, with the kernel on parents and children. The Geto-Dacian
family has trasmitted to the Romanian family some features valued as democratic, compared to the
Roman family which was regarded as aristocratic. The Romanian Common Law established a
certain equality between spouses, as spouses‘ and children‘s work in the family household was the
basis of their equal rights over the common goods.
This was the main catalyst for solidarity among family members. In relation to equality of the
spouses, it‘s important to highlight the fact that both spouses were exercising the parental power
over children, and the widow could have had by herself the guardianship over minor children,
without the assistance of the family council. Marriage was achieved by the free consent of spouses
and religious blessing. Divorce was also admitted on the same principle of equality regarding the
reasons invoked. The vocation succession was based on equity between descendants or spouse.
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4.3 XIV-XV Centuries
During the XIV-XV centuries, the Romanian law reffered to the family as a special relationship
between people, whether stemming from a common biological origin (blood relatives), or based on
certain religious principles (relatives by alliance), or resulted from baptism and matrimony (spiritual
relatives). (Emil Cernea, Emil Molcuț, Istoria statului și dreptului românesc, 2013)
A special marital relationship was created between spouses by marriage. It established reciprocal
rights and obligations, both among themselves and betweent them and the children resulted from
the marriage.Also, parents had no absolute right over children, therefore they could not sell them.
But in this case, the focus was on the obligation of maintenance and protection.
Regulations on marriage took shape especially from traditional elements, Daco-Romans, but also
from the influences that the Christian church had. Marriages were made through a religious
Benedict, expressing the relationship between the act of the marriage and the will of heaven. Also,
no written act was completed on this occasion. Marriage ceremonies expressed the need of the
parental consent, which was offered with another ceremonial occasion, at the petition and the
establishment of dowry. However, there were marriages made ―by run‖, by ―kidnapping‖ the girl
with her consent. Typically, these marriages were followed by efforts to force parental consent.
In terms of dowry, Geto-Dacian traditional element, it was a right of both young future spouses.
This was the equivalent of the work done by them in the family household. The dowry was
constituted by public exclamations made during the celebration.
Another important item to note is represented by the succession. The causa mortis transmission of
goods was achieved both legally (for lack of expression of the will) and testamentary. According to
legal inheritance, legally children and the soul ones, both boys and girls, had an equal succession
vocation over the native goods or over the purchased ones of their deceased parents, while natural
children only succeed over their mother‘s heritage. Regarding the stepchild, he had equal rights of
inheritance as the legally one, but only over his natural parent‘s heritage. In addition, the law
recognized the right of inheritance to the surviving spouse, in competition with the children. As an
interesting element, it is observed that parents could disinheritance their children, if they were
criminals or disrespectful. Increased legislative difficulties were put in the way of marriage between
a free person and a slave. According to the regulations of that time, the free person who married a
slave was losing her freedom, becoming a slave. In addition, children resulted from such marriage
were born slaves.
4.4 Late Feudalism and Modern Era
A new element is thw dowry papers, appeared in the eighteen century. During this period, dowry
began to lose its importance gradually, to lose its traditional image. Now it is only constituted for
the further wife, and not for the husband too, eventually reaching some kind of deal for the spouses.
For this reason, the girls‘ parents alway took various measures to protect the integrity of dowry
materialized in modern dotal regime.
4.5 Phanariot Regime
Phanariotism was a new political, economical, social and cultural system imposed by the Gate. The
historian Vlad Georgescu defines the Phanariot Regime as: „a social, political and cultural structure,
in which could fit all those eager to accept and comply with a code of values based on conservative
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ortodoxy, on the anti-Western traditionalism and on respecting the relationship of allegiance to the
Gate‖. Regarding kinship, family, engagement and marriage, they were still governed by the
Byzantine Law. Kindship could be spiritual (performed by baptsim) or by blood. Adoption and
guardianship were set after the highest and most modern European standards.
The succesion was remitted by will or without a will, ab intestat. Vocation fot succesion belonged
to all three blood categories. The surviving spouse received a part in usufruct (equal with the part of
a child), but in use only if the spouse was in competition with the children, or with a rate ranging
between 1/6 and 1/3 in full property, when there were no children or when the spouse came in
competition with children resulted from another marriage of the deceased spouse. However, without
other succesive relatives, the surviving spouse was gaining the whole inheritance, and in the
absence of any heir, inheritance became vacant and, of course, was collected by the state. Also, the
successional reserves and the third part. The third part represented that part of the inheritance
intended for burial and memorial expenses of the deceased. Girls married with endowment had no
right to demand the performance of the goods‘ report or adding dowry assets to the succesion, to
acquire, thus, succesoral vocation. According to the Code of Callimachi, natural children came into
competition with the legitimate ones, and according to the Code of Caragea, the natural children
only came on thei mother‘s succesion.
Being a period with values based on conservative orthodoxy, marriages between Christians and
non-Christians, between slaves and free people were banned. Dowry, which was constitued only for
the wife at that time, could be lost in case of adultery and the goods were moved, in this case, in the
husband‘s property. Thereby, the wife didn‘h had to answer for the acts of the husband (and vice
versa), nor parents for the acts of their children.
4.6 XVIII-XIX Centuries (Transylvania)
After 1653, when the Ottoman armies have been defeated under the walls of Vienna and rejected in
the Blakan Peninsula, Turkey‘s power and influence in Central Europe decreased a lot. During this
period, Transylvania‘s Law retained strong feudal prints in content and form.
The same situation was valid regarding family and kinship, where there were kept the old ways, for
the most part, except the right of peasants, mentioned above, to marry without the consent of the
nobles whose estates they lived and worked on.
4.7 Romanian national state
The union of Moldova and The Romanian Country, performed by the double election of Alexandru
Ioan Cuza, was followed by many years in which the country was reformed and the unifying
process was completed, the ruler having to face a strong opposition of the conservative forces who
didn‘t like the progressive reforms. The family relationships were legislated, mostly, based on
previous laws. It was enshrined the equalty of spouses on divorce pleas. Furthermore, paternity
research was forbidden, under the pretext of legitimate family.
Regarding the goods that spouses have brought into into the marriage, it was introduced the
principle of the right of choice between the separation of goods regime, the community of goods
and the dotal regime. The couple could also create a special regime to those in code for their goods.
However, if at the time of marriage, the spouses weren‘s specific about the treatment of goods, it
was automatically concluded that they have opted for the separation of goods. Thus, each spouse
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managed his own assets, and the goods acquired during the marriage belonged to the spouse that
could make the prove that he or she is the one who acquired them.
5. Origins of the Romanian family and outside influences
The family is, as noted above, the group of relatives, the closest ones, with the kernel on the parents
and their childred.
The Romanian family has inherited particular traits from the Geto-Dacian family, with more
democratic features, but also from the Roman family, with aristocratic ones. Thus, the Romanian
customary law established a certain equality between spouses, while in the Roman family, pater
familia had full powers. Also, the parents had no right of life and death over their children, which
could not even be sold, but on the contrary, it was transmitted a maintenance and protection
obligation.
A Daco-Roman origin is the characteristic feature of free consent of the spouses to marry each
other. Thereby the Romanian custom allowed the young spouses to know each other and agree
about the marriage, unlike the laws from the Eastern Roman Empire, under which only parents had
the right to decide their children‘s marriage. In the Romanian Common Law, there were no
regulations of any kind regarding the engagement; this appeared later, under the influence of the
Byzantine Law, that enshrined engagement as a semi-marriage.
Another element regarding family is that in the old Romanian family, both spouses were exercising
parental power over their children. In case of the death of her husband, the widow was exercising
alone the guardianship over her minor children, without the assistance of the family council, or
later, the supervision of the Court, as it was provided elsewhere in modern legislative regulations.
6. Family institution nowadays
Marriages og the XXI Century are at a high level compared with those of the past ages, although the
institution of marriage is now tested to the limit. This must deal with the problems so suddenly
imposed to the social organisation by the increasing of women‘s liberties, rights which have been so
long denied to them during the slowly evolution of the mores in the past generations.
Today, marriage is defined as the freely consented union between a man and a woman, completed
in accordance with the legal provisions, in order to start a family, and regulated by the mandatory
rules of law. Nowadays, for a marriage, the legislature has provided that certain background
conditions are needed, as well as the compliance with some formal conditions, as in the presence of
certain circumstances, it has forbidden marriage. There are expressly provided some background
conditions to the marriage: the matrimonial age, communicating the health status and consent of the
intending spouses.
In Romania, as in all developing societies, the family underwent profound changes: from the
expansion of celibacy cohabitatio, to the diminishing role of parents in the marriages of the young
ones, from the declining of the birth rate to the increase of divorce. Transition to the market
economy has put the Romanian family to face with new situations, among which the worst are those
related to unemployment and poverty. Perhaps this explains the declining birth rate, given the fact
that young people homelessness makes it difficult to start a family and it directly affects the quality
of life. Marriage that thrives in a home is, really, the most sublime human institution. It has always
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been and it will remain the ultimate human dream of the temporal ideal. Although this dream is
seldom fully realized, it persists as a glorious ideal, always attracting the humanity which is
progressing to greater efforts for the poeple‘s happiness. But some concepts of the reality of the
marriage should be given to the young people, before they are thrown into the stringent demands of
family associations. Idealizations of the young should be tempered by some degree of premarital
disillusionment. However, there shouldn‘t be discouraging the juvenile idealization of marriage,
these dreams are the evocation of the future scope of the family life. This attitude is stimulating and
useful at the same time, on condition that they won‘t become insensitive to achieve practical and
ordinary needs of the marriage and the family life that would follow.
7. Conclusions
Marriage, as an institution, has appeared long before Christianity. It has constantly progressed, from
the unorganized mating into the promiscuous horde, with numerous variations and adaptations, until
the appearance of marriage criterias which ended up culminating in the realization of the pairs,
unions of only one man with only one woman, to establish a more elevated social home.
Marriage was often in danger, and social mores largely appealed to the support of property and
religion. However, the real influence which forever safeguards marriage and the family resulting
from it is that biological fact, simple and innate, that men and women can not do without each
other, wheather it is the most primitive persons or the most cultured mortals. Marriage is a freely
consented alliance between two persons of different sex, concluded according to the law, basically
for a lifetime, in order to start a family, being regulated by mandatory rules of law. Family is a
fundamental value of each society.
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Abstract:
Our study aims to analyze the neologisms from their entry in the language and up to their
certificate in a specialized dictionary. There are several opinions in the literature in what concerns
the useful neologic character of a created or lent word from a language, but also from the time
when there is a discussion about a new word in the language. The neologity problem of a word
remains so vague and poorly defined, as it is necessary a detailed study on this topic. In the second
part of the study we approached the problem of neologic loans adaptation from one language a
problem that led to numerous controversies and which becomes a fundamental element in the
modernization and cultivation of Romanian language process.
Keywords: Neologisms, loan, linguistic unit, duration, frequency, adapting.
1.Introduction
About the criterion which determines the appearance of a neologistic loan in a language, Louis
Deroy establishes four indices: historical, phonetic, morphological and syntactic (Deroy, 1956). The
historical criterion refers to the history of the borrowed linguistic element, possibly, and of the
designated object; the phonetic criterion is catalogued by the author as decisive and the most
significant, because is intended to highlight the history of that word; the morphological criterion
allows the discovery of the source of a word or the discovery of the intermediary through which it
was imposed in the language system, and the semantic criterion seems to be the most insufficient,
because the semantics evolution of a word must be demonstrated with evidence from the texts and
historical documents in order to avoid the occurrence of several similar variants.
2.The neologism quality of a word
In a dictionary dedicated of neologisms, the authors, A. Adelstein, I. Kuguel and G. Resnik
proposed a series of parameters in order to determine the neologistic character of the words: the
chronological parameter, the psycholinguistic parameter and the lexicographical parameter. The
chronological parameter takes into account the history of a word, the neologistic character of this
settling according to the its first written attestation. The psycholinguistic parameter considers
neologisms those words the speaker (specialized or unspecialized) perceives as novelty items. Not
least, the lexicographical parameter involves the delimitation of the neological particularities of a
lexeme depending on its insertion in the dictionaries; if the respective lexeme is not included in
dictionaries, neither in any work of lexicography, then it can be considered a neologism. More than
that, dictionaries shows in a diachronic vision the some terms evolution, putting into evidence so,
their neologistic character and their degree of formal instability (graphic, phonetic, morphological
or semantic).
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It‘s considered that a word is new from the moment of its appearance in a language and until its
registration in a general dictionary. In this sense, Marie-Françoise Mortureux sees in neologism ―a
word recognized as new and liable to become a lexical item‖ (Mortureux, 1997)), and Maria Teresa
Cabré claims that a term loses its neologistic character when it is inserted into a dictionary, because
it crosses several stages of adaptation in the target language: firstly it appears as an individual act,
then, through repeated acts, it is installed in language and, finally, it is a lexical item , becoming
word with full statute in the receivers language‖ Cabré , 1998).
Analyzing, by the comparative-historical method, the Romanian neologisms from the XIXth
century, Iorgu Iordan specifies that a word is a neologism as long as it is perceived as new. But,
from the perspective of language evolution, the neologistic character of the words knows various
degrees, gradation that should be analyzed according to the respective language, and not by its
speaker. In its opinion, must take into account two criteria, in order to establish of such a gradation:
the time criterion and the frequency criterion, aspect which can justify this thing: ―as a loan gets old
and has wide circulation, the more it loses its appearance of innovation‖ (Iordan; Robu, 1978).
Since 1984, Teodor Hristea claimed that all international terms need be treated like neological
words. In this sense, the author saying that ―any word so-called international must be considered
neologism, regardless of its age in language. Thus, philosopher and philosophy... are attested in
Romanian since the XVIIth century, but this doesn‘t prevent us from including them in the category
of neologisms, since (in a identical or very similar form) they met... in many languages of culture
and civilization ‘‘(Hriste, 1948).
A similar view meeting at Constantin Manea who stated that ―between neologisms, it is worth
noting that lexical borrowing of Latin-Romanic origion don‘t lose the quality of neologism than
when these go out of use‖, this trend of internationalization of the Romanian vocabulary having as a
consequence and ―enhancing the systematization of the language‖ (Manea, 2004).
Theodor Hristea comes and argues about the fact that the linguistic units entered more than
200years in Romanian language are neologisms for the following reasons: a) Latin-Romanic origin
(direct or indirect through Greek and Russian languages); b) the quality of terms of culture and
civilization; c) membership in the international linguistic background; d) their persistence to
contemporary language. So, in the view of the linguist, a word that loses its quality of ―neologism‖
can reach either a usual term, either even an archaism. It is the case of Turkishand Greek elements
which are glinting into Romanian literary language in the XVIIth and XVIIIth century, of which the
author mentions: agă, paşă, diată‖testament‖, caimacam‖locţiitor de domn‖, epistat‖poliţai‖,
catagrafie ―inventar, recensământ‖ etc. In contrast to these elements, ―the lexical borrowings of
Latin Romanic origin don‘t lose the quality of neologisms in Romanian language only if they cease
to be used‖. This is possible, says Th. Christ, because ―becoming the international words and being
terms of culture and civilization, these loans continue to be neologisms in terms of Romanian
linguistic, although some of them have in our language a length of at least two centuries‖ (Ibidem,
pp.28-29).
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Latin-Romanic terms appear since the XVIIth century in the Romanian writings: philosopher and
philosophy (to the mitropolitans Varlaam and Dosoftei), the above-mentioned examples,
motherland (in the Bible from Bucharest), but we can also talk about other words with multiple
etymologies which found in other Romanic languages: analiză, caracter, dietă, lampă, magnet,
organism, ortografie, telescop, teorie etc. T. Hristea performed an analysis of the wordscoroană
and cunună, the first belongingto the neologistic vocabulary, and the second belonging to the
popular vocabulary, justifying this by the fact that the term cunună is inherited from the Latin
corona, that supported the action of the phonetic laws in the transition from Latin to Romanian.
Also, the term corona was borrowed as neologistic part, therefore coroană hasn‘t lost this quality
despite his attestation 300 years ago (Chivu; Buză; Moraru, 1992: 155).
Even if it happens that such neological loans be assimilated by the popular language of the
Romanian language, via multiple factors, they keep their status of neologisms ―for the simple
reason that they represent Latin-Romanic loans and, rarely, Germanic loans, which entered in
Romanian after the contact's resumption with Latinity and Romanity occidental, so when it started
and the modernization of our language process‖ (Ibidem, p. 29). Here are some examples of words
already assimilated by the popular language: agricultură, armată, birou, certificat, clasă, coleg,
depozit, deputat, document, elev, exemplu, familie, fotografie, guvern, instrument, internet,
libertate, muzică, parlament, paln, recoltă, reformă, senator, taxă, telefon, vacanţă, vaccinand
many others.
The ―duration‖ of the neologism status for a word is taken into discussion also by Elena Dănilă and
Gabriela Haja, authors who consider this aspect ―a thorny problem‖ for the Romanian language,
proposing in this sense, a possible solution, namely the achieving a relative periodisation at the
level of lexical correspondences: ―If we could use, as a current working tool, an accessible and
complete database, the absolute chronology could become a source of new information, at least
interesting, facilitating the accurate research of the linguistic processes, including the determination
of the length of a word neologism status‖ (Dănilă; Haja, 2005:71-78).
Lack of an ―electronic library‖ for Romanian language is a disadvantage and significantly affects
the Romanian lexicographic analysis at all its levels, considers E. Dănilă and G. Haja, because, at
European level, the databases which are formed either from the contemporary literary texts, either
from the print media, contribute greatly to neologistic element analysis from its first appearance
until the contexts in which it is used. Louis Guilbert find the difficulty to specify exactly the
moment when a term loses its quality of neologism: „Selon notre conception, un terme d'origine
étrangère cesse d'être néologique à partir du moment où il est entré dans le système linguistique de
la langue d'accueil, c'est-à-dire quand, précisément, il cesse d'être jugée du point de vue des
processus linguistiques qui conduisent à cette intégration plutôt que décidée sur le seul critère de la
mention dans les dictionnaires de la langue‖ (Guilbert, 1975: 95-96).
Quoting Guilbert, Maria Cabré is of the same opinion, considering that a term loses its neologistic
character when it is introduced in a dictionary (Cabré, 2008: 18). This fact happens because, before
being passed through normative work, a neologism goes through certain stages of adaptation in the
target language: it initially appears like an individual act, then through repeated acts it installs in the
language and, finally, it is lexicalized, becoming a stable element in the language. Interesting is that
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if, in some linguistic schools, the neology is perceived as a synchronous element, that is the
neologism status ceases through integration of the respective lexeme in a general dictionary of the
language, in the Romanian linguistic ―the neologism tag is definitively glued to the respective
words‖ (Vintilă-Rădulescu, 2006: 442-455).
Sure that the dictionary attests the novelty of the words recently entered into language, but it can‘t
determine the duration of their neologistic character. In this sense, Boubakeur Bouzidi trying to
present the factors which determine the neologistic character of the new lexical units, notes that
―dictionaries don‘t create new words and nor invent unused meanings. They remove the neologism
from anonymity, put on it in circulation and legitimize on it‖ (Bouzidi, 2010: 27-36).
Some neologisms are becoming more common in language in a very short time (the English loans,
for example) and get to lose ―neological‘s feeling‖ that accompanies the neologisms. Other lexical
units may stagnate for a certain period of time after that they start to enter in the circulation. Here
are found, usually, terms that extend beyond the realm of belonging, being met under the name of
―repeated neologisms‖, or in some literary creations of the writers. So, the neologism quality of a
lexical element will depend on several factors, among which the lexical void or the lexical deficit,
the degree of adaptation to the language system, or the absence of competing forms.
Another important aspect in determining the neologistic status of a word is ―frequency‖. In
Boubakeur Bouzidi‘s opinion ―the frequency by usage can be both a consolidation element as well
as the one of the erosion of the neologistic character of a lexical unit, the author considering that
―the duration of the neologistic character remains fluid, and the neological‘s feeling is relative.
However, the neologistic character is a reality, being the defining characteristic of neologisms‖
(Ibidem).
Some experts suggest and other names for the new elements entered into the language (loans), or
for the lexical creations formed on Romanian land. Thus, at Florica Dimitrescu (Dumitrescu, 1997)
we encounter for neologism the name ―recent word‖, and at D.N. Uritescu the name ―current term‖
(Ibidem). Considering the quality of neologistic element of a word, Vasile Bahnaru proposes that
the term neologism be used only for words ―recently borrowed from other languages or formats
within the Romanian language, and the words that have entered into the language of a few hundred
years or decades be called savant words‖ (Bahnaru, 2008:126).
Once they enter into the system language, the neologisms are subject to changes or modifications as
a result of general processes (the adapting to the rules of the language, the changes in form or
meaning). Accordingly, we will say that essential for establish the quality of neologism of a
linguistic unit are the two criteria: a) the chronological criterion (the ingress or the formation of a
term in the modern era); b) the cultural criterion (which entails at least three aspects: the origin from
languages of culture and civilization, the creation of cults models and the membership to a certain
level of culture).
3.Adaptation of the neological loans
The process of the neological loans adaptation from a language always represented a
controversy issue, especially if we have the same opinion as Louis Deroy who thinks that ―l‘
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empruntest un intrus‖ (Deroy, 1956: 215). There can be noticed adaptation difficulties to almost all
the levels of the literary language that accepts the terms from another language: phonological,
morphological, syntactically and semantically. Also, it must be also taken into consideration the
speakers‘ attitude who, knowing the features of the term borrowed from the source- language, they
tend to keep them in the mother language. With certainty, the base for adapting and adopting a term
from another language is represented by a series of linguistic, social and psychological factors.
Concerning this aspect, L. Deroy speaks about three degrees of adaptation of a borrowed
element(Ibidem : 215-234). First of all, we can talk about a meaning loan, when it is not borrowed
a new term, but when to an already existing word is added a new meaning, then a second degree of
adaptation would mean that a term from a foreign language can be ciliated, meaning it can be
created an indigene term according to a lexical correspondence. In this meaning, the calculus is seen
as a ―loan through translation‖, this one being motivated by creating a bilingual situation, either by
the desire to avoid the foreign form and try to express an idea by appealing to the means available
the original language. Not the least, the borrowing of a term can be considered a total loan if we
take into consideration the two existing categories: the xenisms and the proper loans, the first ones
being misfitted, keeping the graphic and the pronunciation way of the source language, and the
other ones adapting to the system of that language, evolving after the model of words from the old
fund.
The phenomenon of neologisms adaptation is also approached by Marcel Diki-Kidiri, but according
to a linguistic community, in the context in which the innovation element could come from the
outside or from the inside. If we take into consideration an element borrowed from another
community in which it is already integrated, it can be accepted as it is or on the contrary it can be
compared to the other ―inland‖ elements, from the same semantic area. The cultural differences
between the two linguistic communities have repercussions on the exchange of information and
produce that ―wave of cultural shock‖ Diki – Kidiriki speaks about, that means, in his own opinion,
―l‘ensemble des transformations necessaire pour que le nouveau integer la culture de la
communaute receptrice. Ces transformations concernent aussi bien la reconceptualization du
nouveau, la reformulation de son expression, que la revision des prejudges qui, au sein de la
communaute receptrice, peuventgenerou meme empecher son appropriation‖.
The neologisms adaptation also represented a subject of analysis and discussion in the Romanian
specialty works, most of the researchers paying an increased attention to this aspect. Thus,
Alexandru Philippide thinks that as a liquid takes the shape of its recipient, in the same way the
borrowed elements enter a process of immediate transformation that enters a new language: ―any
linguistic element is borrowed, either it is a word, grammar form or sound, it never remains in its
original form, it modifies it by analogy according to the nature of the borrower language‖
(Philippide, 1894: 158).
An essential element in the process of neologisms adaptation is represented, in his opinion, by the
linguistic knowledge of the individual that borrows a term from another language, adapting it to the
specific of his language, the resembling degree between the two languages determining at the same
time the adaptation degree of the borrowed elements. In case a word is absorbed, but it is not
adapted to the language, then it ―remains isolated, until it is either suddenly incorporated by a group
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it has nothing to do with it and to which is adapted by violent analogies, or it is exposed in a state of
isolation and strong sliding of sound and meaning‖ (Ibidem, 162).
Another philologist preoccupied with the borrowings adaptation in Romanian is Gh. Adamescu, this
one supporting the idea that only by borrowing, the new terms can penetrate the thesaurus of the
language that accepted them: ―the words that enter a new language receive modifications and only
in this way they can enter the common thesaurus of the new language or live completely isolated
and are written between inverted commas‖ (Adamescu,1836-1938: 72).
For a foreign term to penetrate the Romanian language system, it must respect certain conditions
that, according to Gh. Adamescu refer to replacing the sounds that are missing in the language that
borrows the receiving of the appropriate accent and grammar form. For example, the author tries to
justify that a neological loan introduced in the Romanian language can be adapted under the aspect
of shape, in two ways: ―keeping, in most of its part, its volume, its original form and accepting only
Romanian grammar endings, or continuing itself with a Romanian prefix or suffix or with another
word, creating a hybrid form, from the point of view of the origin‖ (Ibidem, 92). Eventually, the
author ascertains, the criterion of necessity remains the most important criterion in which concerns
the loan from other languages, taking into consideration taking over those terms that define new
cultural and social realities.
The neologisms adaptation did not always represent a preoccupation for the Romanian intellectuals:
―in the old literature, the neologism issue does not form a collective preoccupation, but each writer
solves it according to his own reason‖ (Puşcariu, 1940:38) according to Sextil Puscariu. This
attitude would change through ―the sudden orientation towards the West‖ towards the Neolatin
people, transformation that made neologism to become ―a linguistic and literary issue‖ for most of
the Romanian intellectuals. That is why‖ the Latin or Neolatin origin neologism produced a
Reromanization of our language, enriching it with a number of Romanic elements that filled in the
gaps created by the natural running out and loss of the ancestor words, these ones being replaced by
foreign words‖. In the process of neologization, the most affected seems to be the cult language
because ―the cultural words and that vocabulary the literate class had borrowed in different eras
from the neighboring peoples had also been replaced, totally or partially, by Romanic neologisms‖
(Ibidem, 370). In order to highlight the different evolution of the neological elements from a
language, S. Puscariu carries out an interesting comparison inspired by reality:
―The neologisms that invade the language can be resembled with the trains loaded with foreigners
that enter the train stations of the big cities. Some travelers step out so shortly after to get in the
train again and leave further: these are neologisms with a temporary life that do not manage to get
naturalized in the language. But there are travelers that enter the city and stay there. Some of them
are alone and step by step they get used to their new home, keeping the foreign character for the rest
of their lives. Others are waited on in the train station by family and friends, who hug them at the
arrival and in the company of whom they will remain forever. These are the neologisms that at their
entrance in the language were assimilated to the native element and entered the family of the words
etymologically related‖ (Ibidem, 401).
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The issue of neological loans that influenced the Romanian literary language during the time was
also analyzed by Al. Graur who, in an article dedicated to cultivating the language, he said that ― the
loans are not such a big problem, more precisely he said that they have not been so far, because the
new words always replaced each other, the contact with a new population introduced new terms, but
at the same time they eliminated a big part of the previous loans so that the main fund, which is
very old, remained mostly the same‖ (Graur, 1978: 40).
It must be mentioned that today we can no longer speak about the same situation, a thing also
confessed by Al. Graur, because ―the vocabulary becomes international, the same for all the
peoples‖. The language continues to evolve, taking over new elements and giving up the old ones,
but ―there will be no more competition between the languages from which they are borrowed, so
most of the new terms will be kept with those from the main fund‖ (Ibidem, 41). In which concerns
the adaptation process of neological loans in the Romanian literary language, Iorgu Iordan mentions
that there are a few cases in which they do not manage to adapt, keeping their phoneticphonological and lexical status they had in the original language, usually due to the fact that they
cannot be included in a morphological paradigm. Sure that there are other cause in the neologisms
adaptation process, among which the articulatory habits of the speakers, a certain base of
articulation that shapes the form of borrowed words, distancing from the pronunciation way in the
original language. That is why, ―a big part is represented by the analogy, meaning getting closer to
the formal aspect of the words existing in the language that borrows‖ (Iordan, 1978: 314),
highlights the linguist.More than that, this process is also determined and influenced by the
Romanian intellectuals preoccupied with the modernization and cultivation of the language.
The biggest number of fluctuations in the adaptation process of neological elements was registered
in the XIXth century, until the moment in which it was imposed a unitary norm, nowadays the
adaptation being carried out according to the system of the Romanian literary language. In which
concerns this aspect, Gavril Istrate mentions: ―We are, probably, one of the languages with the
biggest power to assimilate neologism. It is due only to the alliance with the languages from which
we borrow or it is also determined by the differentiating character of our language, in comparison
with some European languages that enrich their vocabulary by composition (German, Russian,
Hungarian)? Whatever the explanation, we must conclude that the Romanian language has an
almost unlimited possibility to borrow neological elements, that due to this fact the words inherited
from Latin no longer occupy the first position, statistically, as part of the Romanian vocabulary;
they can be found on the third position, after the Romanian formations and the Latin-Romanic
neologisms. The reference is not also for the frequency of these words, where the Latin elements
continue and will continue, for a long period of time, to hold the first position‖ (Istrate, 1977-1978:
42).
To Stefan Munteanu, the neologisms adoption phenomenon is an issue of culture, while their
adaptation to the Romanian language is an issue related to linguistics, and this thing must be
explained and ―through other factors then the simple transfer of notions from one language to
another‖ (Munteanu; Ţârea, 1983: 255). The neologisms adoption is determined by the fact the
loans from other languages bring with them new semantic values generated by another way of
thinking the connections between notions and the realities represented by them.
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Another important aspect that must be taken into consideration in the adaptation process of the
neological elements is establishing their etymology. The one who carried out lots of studies about
this subject is Theodor Hristea, who considers that ―most of the neological loans from the
Romanian language have a multiple etymology‖ (Hriste, 1968:104). For this reason, ―especially for
the correct use of the neologisms, the etymological knowledge is often of an undisputable utility…
even indispensable‖ (Hristea, 2000: 335), underlines the author, and, in addition to this, it is
necessary to the knowledge of Latin language. Hristea lays down the required criteria by which it is
possible to select the new elements which should be inserted in dictionaries and in other didactic
papers, namely: to be attested by a number of times, in at least two times of literary language and to
designate one thing or a concept that does not exist or previously unknown in the language for
which could not be found an appropriate limit as the neologic one. In addition to these criteria, the
author may add another four aspects that should be taken into account: ―a. the presence of the
respective neologism in languages other than the one in which has been borrowed, and therefore its
tendency to become an international lexical item; b. The acquisition to be easily adaptable to our
fonologic and morphologically system; c. the ability to give rise to derived and composed words or
to fit, without difficulties, in a pre-existed lexical family; d. the trend which is manifested to
develop new light, as a result of the frequency of uses‖ (Hristea, 1972: 185-186). A great interest
manifests the linguist on spelling and graphical aspects of neologism which breaks down into three
categories, the way in which are written:
a)‖Spelled as pronounced (i.e. phonetically reproduced);
b) Etymologically spelled (i.e. written as in the language in which they originate);
c) Spelled in a hybrid way ( which combines the etymological spelling and the foreign
pronunciation resulting a shapes which are removed, more or less, from both the writing and the
original saying- (Hristea, 1995: 36-53))‖.
4.Conclusions
The neologisms phonetically reconstructed shall be geared in most Romanian loans and the fact that
they are written as pronounced "constitutes one of the huge advantages of our spelling". The
neologic elements adapt fairly easy to our phonetic and morphological language system and they
are seen quite often in at least two functional styles of the language. Marius Sală considers that the
way in which a language adapts the neologic elements from other languages actually describes that
language culture and attitude toward foreign words. In this way, the "ease or difficulty with which a
culture supports loans in the vocabulary may indicate its relatively or compassionate conservatism
and also a relative strength of the two cultures. A very traditional and eccentric culture may refuse
the loans, if it accepts them, and then submit them to great phonologic, semantic and syntactic
changes, adapting them to their grammatical structure.‖ (Sala, 1997: 236) Thus, it is required a
careful study of the loans, for both to reveal cultural influences exerted on Romanian literary
language, as well as for the reason in which these influences manifests themselves.
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Abstract:
The presence of „the difference” in education is a fact sustained by the meeting between
educational actors, in terms of negotiation on individual and social values. Therefore learning
experiences offered to students have to be constructed in a multifaceted manner. The contemporary
society highlights the difference in terms of its potential, rising it up to a principle level in
educational philosophy. The cultural diversity in education refers to those structures that sustain
plurality, both regarding the functionality of the educational process and the behavior of
educational actors, in a genuine perspective of the difference management. The perspective of
cultural diversity crosses and reorganizes entire educational area on global coordinates and, at
the same time, embraces local specificity in terms of consistency and intensity. That is why we
register an increased level of coherency regarding speeches on this theme and the proposed
standards, while regarding the theory-practice balance, there are still enough discontinuities.
Keywords: Education, learning experiences, plurality in education, culture of diversity in
education, management of cultural diversity, educational policies
5. Introduction
On what coordinates is „the difference‖ present in education? Can we speak about a „culture of
diversity‖ as a reality of contemporary education? Can we liaise the school culture to the culture of
diversity in education? What can we say about the link between the culture of diversity and the
cultural diversity in schools?
Our attempt to structure the possible interpretations of these interrogative dimensions is a
challenging and a difficult one. The challenge is launched by the transfer of the difference in
education without providing concrete directions for its management. The absence of theoretical
foundation, the variety of meanings generated by the richness or because of the inconsistent
terminology, the emphasized dynamic of change and, sometimes, the lack of balance between
theory and practice also raise difficulties in interpretation.
However, the presence of the difference in education is a certainty and below are some arguments
to sustain it:
-the necessity of considering the difference in education is stated by a teaching principle (the
principle of considering the age and the individual particularities in education which extends
further in the individualized, personalized and differentiated instruction) and then is transfered to
the entire normativity of the teaching activity following the principles‘ interdependence;
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-the unity of educational finalities must not lead us to an uniformity perspective because unity does
not exclude diversity;
- learning experiences are constructed in a multifaceted manner and generate a variety of curriculum
types (C. Cretu, 2009);
-the difference is a default component of the individual‘s development and education must offer
relevant projects for sustaining the global succes of the beneficiaries in an individualised and
multifunctional perspective (C. Cretu, 1997);
-the meeting between educational actors has to follow the negociation rules regarding the variety of
values (C. Cucos, 2008).
The functionality of the educational systems integrates the difference at all levels: the inputs, the
procedural structure and the outputs. The presence of the difference in education is not a recent fact.
Considering the difference valuable in itself is the new approach that generates new formative
actions: „the care for the difference‖ becomes a principle of educational philosophy in structuring
learning experiences. The modern trends in educational sciences sustain this perspective.
2.The culture of diversity in the contemporary instruction
The second half of the 20th century shows us a tendency of an increased differentiation and
diversification regarding the internal processuality of the instruction (I. Cerghit, 2002, p.151). The
variety of situations in teaching–learning activities requires the use of complementary and
alternative training systems.
Based on a few coordinates of the differentiated and personalized education philosophy, C. Cretu
(1998) sustains that there are differencies of rhythm, quantity, depth of understanding and style
regarding students‘ learning (p.14).
Without having the intention to transform the differences identification process into an objective
itself, teachers must make the proof of a real understanding regarding the differencies‘ potential
and, as a result, to build the learning process and its axiological and epistemic bases on new
dimensions. (A. Nedelcu, 2002).
„The democratisation of education‖, states R. Iucu (2001) is a phase focused on developing
individuality in the spirit of plural values. That is why the reconstruction of educational sciences in
postmodernist times is based on the „plurality rationality‖ (L. Barlogeanu, 2002), far beyond a
single model for access to value.
The contemporary time requires an educational phylosophy approach that recognizes the
differences between individuals and the fact that „equity is not synonymous with equality‖
(C. Cretu, 1998).
The school culture is a „multilevel and multidimensional reality‖ structured on following
coordinates: a directly observable school culture (a formal dimension) and a less observable school
culture (an informal dimension, a hidden part of the school culture). (E. Paun, 2002).
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We sustain the concept culture of diversity starting from the following arguments: the etymological
meaning of culture- cultivation of the soul and mind in terms of personal development based on
cultural coordinates regarding the savoir’s determinism, according O. Reboul (apud C.
Cucos,1997), the capacity to transfer and to value knowledge in different contexts based on self
reactivity coordinates, the presence of the difference as a structuring principle of postmodern
reality.
Beyond the knowledge and values incorporation, determined by a cognitive procesuality generated
by the significance of terms, we can observe a certain relation between the subject engaged in a
knowledge activity and the set of values related to the affective- attitude component of self, as well
the capacity to operate with different meanings interpreting social behavior.
We conclude affirming that the culture of diversity in education represents those informational
structures responsible of sustaining the plurality, both regarding the process and the behavior of
educational actors (without ignoring the social mission of education), following norms and
intentions that materialize educational policies, focused on the stimulation and promotion of the
cultural diversity in a genuine, positive manner.
3.The culture of diversity as a component of the school culture
The information isn‘t an objective itself but plays a mediator role regarding the plurimodal
perspectives of exploring and interpreting the reality.
Beyond the formal approach regarding the culture of diversity in education, there is also an informal
dimension of it, hidden in the school culture. According to this perspective and considering all the
arguments stated before, the presence of diversity can be found in an implicit or an explicit manner
in the school culture, but its level of intensity in expression varies depending on the analised
educational system. To what extent can we talk about a coherence regarding the culture of diversity
in education, that is the hardest thing to know because beyond the informational aspects, the factual
data and the observable and measurable behavior there is also an affective-attitudinal component
that cannot be appreciated directly.
There are enough signs to help us understand that education is done in the spirit of cultural
diversity, so far as we can observe a frequency and a constancy regarding the concern for diversity
viewed as resource both in a theoretical and a normative perspective, associated with the interest for
its transfer to educational practice. In education we can find this as a guiding principle of
educational phylosophy, as a content structure (underlying learning experiences) and as a structure
generating the learning environment.
P. Dasen and A.N. Perret-Clermont (1995) affirm that respecting differences both in educational
practices and at the level of educational policy is the reflection of a social and a cultural
ethnocentric position. Such a perspective is possible because, on the one hand the „respecting
diversity‖ theme calls for the recognition of the other as a reality and, on the other hand, it risks an
ambiguous use of terms dissimulating some sort of ignorance regarding this fact. Respecting
differences in a genuine manner calls for an open attitude in a space of dialogue, sustaining the
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communication and generating the boomerang effect of discovering the other in a way that rises
questions about your own self, gaining the communitiy level in the process of its extension.
N. Burbules (apud Ulrich, 2005) analyzes some changes generated by the usage of the difference
concept in education, warning us that we can both face a positive meaning (as an opportunity to
develop a democratic civic culture for nurturing empathy and for stimulating the exploration
behavior on cultural and historycal coordinates) and a negative one (wrongly associated with a few
segregation and differentiation trends adopted by some communities in their attempt to refuse
assimilation and to place themselves against rules and values of dominant society).
If the cultural diversity perspective crosses and reorganizes education in a global view, the
coherence and the intensity of behavior is customized on local coordinates.
If educational policy speeches and institutional rules sustain the culture of diversity in education,
when it comes about the balance between theory and practice in education there are still enough
discontinuities.
The cultural affiliation is a source of differentiation and generates the cultural diversity reality.
Given the implications caused by the usage of this concept related to ethnicity, regarding
educational field there are multiple reactions determined by a variety of factors.
The culture of diversity in education supports the expression of cultural diversity as a specific
hypostasis of difference – the source of plurality.
Education and culture meet each other on the relevant formative effects‘ field related to a sum of
spiritual values, effects identified both at the social and at the individual level (S. Cristea and C.
Constantinescu, 1998).
4. Conclusion
The new hypostases for cultural diversity offered by education are influenced by its relation with
the knowledge (C. Cucos, 2003) which, according to the contemporary coordinates, naturaly
includes the plurality. The change of the perspective regarding the type of knowledge aquired
through education is generated by the thought that the knowledge is not anymore a final given
entity, a static, reliable and unique reality, but a permeable, an opened, a dilemmatic and a plural
one. The plurality of knowledge is emphasized by the multiplicity of approaches regarding the
cultural specificity in its variety of expression.
In education, the difference is a familiar construct and the contemporary approaches generate some
additional meanings placing it next to the values field and in accordance with the educational
phylosophy coordinates. The intensity and the frequency of concerns, associated with the
valorisation of diversity through the educational policy‘s actions and the attempt to articulate the
educational practices with this intentionality, are enough arguments for structuring the culture of
diversity as a reality of contemporary educational space. The school culture includes the culture of
diversity at the formal or at the informal level. At the intersection between culture and education
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there is a place where the cultural diversity is visible as a hypostasis for the difference generating a
valuable potential.
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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to treat and identify two major factors that influence teaching, the
creation of a positive climate and motivation, which should be encouraged and created with the
purpose of successfully fulfilling not just the school programme and objectives defined by it, but
also for a psycho-physiological and emotional wellbeing of the student.
A good psycho-physical and emotional well-being of the student provide for a better motivation,
and, of course, for a better performance.
It happens often that teachers concentrate more in the fulfilment of the scholastic programme and
neglect or consider it as a loss of time the issue of a positive climate and motivation of students.
It goes without saying that learning implies the student’s individual desire, besides the scholastic
obligation. This desire which can be instinctive but sometimes driven from family, school and
society, is often presented with obstacles during the school year, such as lack of interest, lack of
desire to attend classes, lack of desire to learn a subject or all subjects up to total refusal, which
endanger the school progress. The causes that influence such a demise are of many forms and
different natures, both internal and external, and they increase the student’s affective filter and
create psychological barriers which lead to letdown and fail to achieve the defined objectives of
subject/s, and they also give way to internal thoughts of incapability and lack of integration in class
and in relationship with others, a low self esteem and total lack of want.
The concept of the classroom as a sole group where everyone is equal and where everyone receives
in the same way motivation, affection and interaction is essential for the creation of a positive
climate.
By taking into account the factors that influence such discouraging barriers, there comes forth the
need for the teacher to search within oneself and his teaching method for the solutions. This means,
he has to look for and use new and diverse techniques and strategies that encourage a positive and
motivating climate for the students. The teacher should clarify and increase his teaching
performance, he should find other motivating forms and he should not let himself get lost in the
daily routine and personal discouragement. Students are very sensitive to the teacher’s model and
presented teaching method, therefore, in order to achieve the target of a more efficient class, it is
needed a thorough internal and external renovation, both theoretical and practical.
Keywords: positive climate, encouragement, interaction, objectives
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1. Introduction
A school, and especially a classroom, is the place where a student spends the major part of his life.
It is the place where he learns and gets information on different subjects and future life, and the
place where he forms his personality and identity, he creates relations with other people and the
environment, but most importantly, he creates self esteem with regards to school, class, study,
results and friends. Of course, school is not the only influence in the personality of a student,
because family, society, community, the environment he lives and acts in are the other basic factors
that greatly affect his individual personality, but in our research we will deal only with school and
classroom.
In order for the school, the teacher and the student to reach their targets and achieve their objectives
it is necessary to create a positive interactive climate and inspiration, where the student will feel
good psychologically, physiologically and spiritually. And, without any doubt, it should not lack
motivation, which, similar to the positive climate, enables efficiency and learning capabilities.
All of these are not vain words. Positive climate and motivation are based on real scientific basis.
Many researches, which you will find summarized below, show clearly how our brain and organism
work when facing positive or negative situations.
2. Bimodality principle – of duality and directional to the brain’s function
As it is already known, the human brain is composed of two hemispheres. Edwards divided and
named them as the right and the left hemisphere, in order to define the way of functioning and
thinking, related to the functions of the right and the left hemisphere.
Surely, we cannot say that the functions of each hemisphere are clearly divided, because the human
body functions as a whole, where both hemispheres play a harmonic two-way game, enabling thus
the correct functioning of learning new information and processing it further in their configuration
with previous knowledge.
The term brain duality means that the functions of both hemispheres, left and right, should integrate
in such a way that the whole brain, of the student in our case, is involved in the learning process.

Figure 1 (Atkin J. 2000, p. 6)
The directional principle defines clearly how our brain works. Every information we receive, first
passes in the right hemisphere and then in the left one. (Balboni E. P., 1994). By knowing that both
hemispheres play different roles, that is: the right one is more global and deals with many
functions, mainly emotional ones, which are of interest in our case, and the left one is more analytic
and rational, knowing that the right hemisphere encounters the first impact of new information, it is
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evident how important is the way such information is motivated and transmitted. If the right
hemisphere, which deals with globalization and transmits the information to be processed in the left
hemisphere, encounters resistance of the affective filter created from lack of motivation and
positive climate, then, the information will not be processed and will not be spontaneously
analyzed, and thus, will be faulty in its processing and memorizing.
2.1 The affective filter
One of the most important factors closely related to the positive climate and motivation is the
affective filter. (Krashen S., 1981: 31). Cardona (Cardona, M., 2001, pg. 84) claims that the
affective filter, which prohibits the learning process in cases of stress, anxiety or fear of failure, is
not just a cliché, but it responds to a reaction of well-known chemical stimulators. In situations of
calmness and positivity, adrenaline becomes noradrenalin, which is a neurotransmitter that
facilitates memorization, which in situations of anxiety, fear and stress produces a steroid that
creates a conflict between the amygdale (emotional gland), which tries to protect the brain from
unpleasant events, and the hypocamp, a gland which plays an active role in the activation of frontal
lobes and the start of the memory process.
In a few words, the affective filter is a self-defence human mechanism; therefore, a teacher who
looks for efficient and long-term results should not ignore this fact. He should always take it into
consideration and when he realizes that the affective filter is being activated, he should change the
methodology and techniques, so that this invisible barrier remains at low levels and does not
generate negative stress (Krashen S., 1982, pg. 10).
3. Humanist-affective approaches
Taking into account the results of the neurophysiology researches, different methods and
approaches used them as a tool for increasing the teaching level. So, the humanist-affective
approaches, starting from their name, represent clearly the innovation and necessary changes that
were required in the teaching process.
These approaches and methods, in spite of their differences, present similar characteristics, that‘s
why they belong in this group. We will mention them summarized according to Borneti (Borneto S.
C., 1998, pg. 41 -44):
1. The advantage of pedagogy
2. The student’s nucleus. The advantage of pedagogy enables the emplacement of the student
in the centre of the didactic act. The student is taken into consideration as a whole. He is
analyzed, inspected, processed and assisted to gradually overcome barriers and difficulties,
he is encouraged and stimulated to learn, improve and demonstrate his personal capabilities.
3. Multitude of manners. The more manners and the more channels are activated, the easier it
is for the information to be learnt in a stable way.
4. Teaching to a kid. The provision of a general psychological environment which is adapt to
the class
5. Atmosphere. In classes, usually, there are attempts to create a non-competitive, relaxed and
frisky environment, where a person feels free of stress, limitations and conditions of
preserving his personal image.
6. The teacher’s role. His main duty is to make the student trust him. During the class, he
should have under control the whole classroom, driving and encouraging interaction with the other
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present students. In this way, the teacher plays the role of the one who directs, facilitates and leads
the teaching way.
4. Motivation theories
Motivation is based on some theories, which we will mention briefly.
They are categorized as (Pettijohn F. T., 1996, pg 314- 328):
Biological theories
Impulse theories (Hull)
Theory of encouragement level
Humanist theory of Maslow
We will deal more with the Impulse theory of Hull, not because the others are less important, but
because the theory of Hull seems to include an aspect that has to do more with the teaching aspect,
which is our main purpose.
Hull (1952) designed a method, which according to him demonstrated that the intensity of
behaviour is related to the learning process and motivation, and its basic formula is:
E= Z x I x SH
E – Intensity of a learned reaction depends of the power of
Z - A learnt habit and the power of
I – motivating impulse
But, later, Hull came to the conclusion that motivation as an internal force could not be enough,
therefore, he added to the formula the concept of an
SH - external push
Starting from this viewpoint of Hull, we conclude that motivation, although it is an internal feeling
and stems from within the human being, needs to be active and efficient in the achievement of an
obligation or purpose, and it needs a rewarding external push. In fact, even if we personally were
provided with a considerate reward upon the fulfilment of a certain task, our motivation would be
higher.
5. School and Classroom
Based on what we said above, according to researches and analysis, it is crystal clear how important
it is to create a continuous positive climate and systematic motivation for the growth and education
of a human being. As it was mentioned before, forming and creating, moulding and building a new
identity and personality of the human being depend on many factors, but we will dwell upon the
factors of school and classroom, which are the subject of our research.
Classroom and its premises are very important in the life of a student, no matter his age. In the
classroom, the student experiences feelings and emotions of different levels and if these feelings
and emotions are translated negatively within his being, they become a difficult barrier and often
impassable for the psychological status of the student. These negative energies are later reflected in
his behaviour, in the way he interacts in class and school, in his progress at school and his results.
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The consequence of not feeling well at school and especially in the class is clearly reflected in a
lack of motivation in learning and, consequently, there are signs of aggression, frequent conflicts,
intolerant behaviour, total refusal, desire to be invisible, no attendance, low results, until dropping
out of school.
What is often noticed in classes is the division and grouping of students into different categories.
These groupings are of:












Regional character
Physical appearance
School results
Servility
Wealth
Physical force
Lifestyle
Race
Sex
Behaviour
No factor, simply because they do not fit in any other group, because they are not accepted
or because of personal choices

The presence of such groups within the classroom creates difficult relations among them, which
generates feelings of exclusion, separation, lack of evaluation, lack of reciprocal relationships, lack
of normal relations in class, exclusion from class decisions or activities, lack of opinion in any
issues related to class, school, disrespect, up to total discrimination and total exclusion of different
individuals. The most easily vulnerable people are those who seem weak and soft towards the
others, who have difficulties in distinguishing the limits of allowing an abusive behaviour, who find
it difficult to control negative actions. All of these have a bad influence in the personality of the
student and his adaption in the environment. Difficulty to adapt results in discomfort and agitated
spiritual and psychological situation, which, without any doubt, will influence his whole scholastic
school, and his private one, as well. This psychological pressure, applied systematically to one or
more individuals, is done in different forms, such as:
 Mobbing
 Ostracism
 Defamation
 Total contempt or
 Being the centre of mocking, teasing, abusing, etc.
Such cases happen every day, mining thus everyone‘s possibility to be educated, just like all the
rest, and mining the normal flow of one‘s life.
Therefore, when we talk about a positive climate in class and for student‘s motivation, we should
consider class and students in a wider aspect than that of just teaching and fulfilling the plan and
school objectives. It is essential for the teacher to have a wider panorama of the positive climate and
motivation, because he can involve the students, and he can understand the needs, issues, wishes,
vices and virtues a student possesses as an individual, but also as part of the classroom and the
school.
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These issues need to be solved if we want a qualitative school and an efficient teaching process, but,
in fact, in our schools, where the average number of students per class is 35-40-45, the teacher has
often difficulties, such as:















Difficulties in class management
Difficulties in the creation of a positive climate
Difficulties in the general motivation of students
Difficulties in a real and efficient evaluation
Difficulties in the usage of cooperative learning techniques
Difficulties in dealing with the topic of the day
Difficulties in understanding the general atmosphere of the class
Difficulties in recognizing the real relations between students and with regards to himself
Difficulties in really understanding the values of each student
Difficulties in understanding the individual issues of each student
Difficulties in understanding the needs of each student
Difficulties in conflict resolution
Difficulties in real evaluation of the situation in class
Difficulties in treating the class as a single group

The teacher is loaded with a heavy burden, because besides being a teacher, he has to be an
educator, an advisor, a psychologist, a leader, a facilitator, a coach, roles which are not easily
managed, especially when they are new teachers, with few or no experience in education. But even
old and experienced teachers; often complain that they cannot fulfil 100% of the roles. There are
even teachers who say:
















I have worked enough for 30 years
I can‘t deal with it anymore
Unbearable students
Why should I deal with them? I‘ll just finish my class, that‘s all
Education does not depend on me. It is the fault of the family, the society and the world we
live in
We are a school, not an educational institution
I teach a subject no one cares about.
I am new, with no experience
I can‘t deal with nowadays teenagers
I don‘t know how to make them passionate about my subject
There are some classes I don‘t want to put my feet in. I can‘t stand them.
There‘s nothing more that I can offer
I have my own issues, I can‘t deal with theirs
Who wants to learn will learn anyway, and other things
Why should I deal with them? I do my job, they do want they want, in the end, I receive my
salary.

Such responses and behaviours from teachers are unacceptable and intolerable. We do not need this
kind of teachers in our schools and classes.
If a teacher cannot find in himself the passion, will, calmness, compassion, love and respect for
himself first, then for his profession and then for the student, how are students supposed to do the
opposite of what is shown and heard?
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A teacher is the face of the school, the class and the classroom. Those who cannot work
passionately, and who consider their profession just a revenue source, transform their job firstly,
and then the classroom and the class in an unwanted place, tiring and stressful, as well. But when
the source of all the stress and unwillingness is the teacher himself, what else can be said about the
situation among students? At what is their motivation related to the subject? Of course, zero. Then,
how are we supposed to perform our job, how can we pretend to achieve the targets and objectives,
if we cannot look further than our personal egoist point of view?
6. Strategies and techniques
A positive climate is also achieved through the use of tools, strategies and techniques which favour
and support it throughout the whole scholastic process.

POSITIVE CLIMATE
CLASS AS A SINGLE GROUP, ACTIVE
PARTICIPATION

INTERACTION, HARMONY, REAL SCHOOL
RELATION, TEACHERS, SUBJECTS

MOTIVATION
DEFINITION OF OBJECTIVES: SUBJECT AS AN INSTRUMENTAL AND FORMING TOOL

AWARENESS
DEVELOPMENT OF GROUP SKILLS

DEVELOPMENT OF INDIVIDUAL SKILLS

We are going to provide some of these strategies and techniques, but they are not all. Among them,
we highlight:












Perform anticipatory surveys which aim to know the student, his ideas, his opinion on the
subject, the teacher, the class, the school and what are his expectations
Process the result and define specific strategies and techniques per each student
Carryi on surveys with the purpose of knowing the psychology of the student (with the
assistance of the school‘s psychologist), in order to identify hidden issues, his psychological
situation with regards to school, class, teachers, family and lessons
Clear objectives and targets
Transform the classroom into a group, where no one is excluded, and where everyone is
treated equally.
Use cooperative learning efficiently
Continuous motivation in all ways and forms
Through analysis of each student‘s needs
Continuously make psychological checks on the students
Create specific work groups, which will monitor other groups by guiding and leading them,
under the teacher‘s supervision. Groups should be alternated time after time, the roles within
the group, as well, in order not to create jealousy, hostility and envy.
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With regards to the teacher:





















It should be made clear that the teacher is the main leader, the facilitator
The teacher should not sit down all the time, but he should stand up most of the time, in
order to dominate and control the class
He should not avoid questions, he should provide correct answers, no matter the
question
The teacher should not be ironic, he should not mock, tease the students or swear
He should be generally calm, but also passionately when necessary
He should use low voice tones, with the required high and lows in order to gain and
encourage attention
He should congratulate and praise every student‘s effort
He should not speak on the phone and should not look often to the clock, as it means
that he is eagerly waiting for the class to be over
He should be create and bring innovation to every class
The teacher should not speak about his personal issues, only discreetly in those cases
when he needs to make a comparison
He should provide confidence and undisputable authority
He should know to be tolerant and strict
He should be properly clothed within the ethical norms
He should smile
He should know how to make and how to handle jokes
He should forget and forgive, he should not be negative
The teacher should know how to use technology and how to communicate with students
through it. Frequently, students have difficulties in expressing themselves face to face.
He should stay in contact, not only with students, but also with their family members, to
solve together, when possible, any encountered issue
He should discuss openly with the whole class unsolved issues, and invite everyone in
the discussion
He should not commit discrimination of gender, region, race, etc.

The list can go on and on, but we would like to highlight that it is important for every teacher,
whether experienced or not, to love his profession. This is the secret that can make everything
possible. It is needed the proper education and update of new teaching and class management
forms.
7. Conclusions
As a conclusion of what we discussed so far, and taking into consideration the fact that humanistaffective approaches hold in their essence one of the most important principles, motivation, it is
clear that one of the main teaching objectives is exactly the encouragement and motivation of
students to learn, and also, the presence of a relaxing positive climate. Without motivation there is
no learning (Balboni E. P. 1994, pg 75). Therefore, the duty of every teacher, especially those
dealing with teenagers, is to include it in his working methodology or applying techniques. He
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should consider motivation and positive climate as the main source for the progress of the general
class and the individual development, and the teacher‘s development, as well.
Moreover, the teachers and higher hierarchic structures, before requiring results and performing
tests and quality control, should give the right priority and importance to the motivation and
positive climate, considering many viewpoints: social, economic, age & developmental, in order for
the teacher to find the proper space and possibility to successfully perform his job. This is related to
the fact that the teacher himself should be motivated to perform his job properly. If there is force,
psychological violence, and no reward, nothing can be achieved, that‘s why archaic patterns, when
the teacher is God and knows everything, have come to an end. Nowadays progress, innovations
and interdisciplinary relations of teaching show clearly that only a motivated teacher who acts in a
motivating and relaxed environment and who uses motivating methods, strategies and techniques
can achieve his objectives and a more efficient and long-term teaching process for his students.
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Abstract
The price of a product is influenced in its turn affects many variables of marketing during the
marketing planning. Price fixing procedure is a marketing decision that involves consideration of
three categories of factors, namely: (1) costs; (2) the request; (3) competition. Everything has a
cost-this principle expresses the fundamental idea that nothing is free, any action involving a price,
time, effort, giving up something in favor of something else when we are in a position to make a
choice. Because the individual has more needs than resources, any choice you make involves a
certain cost, called opportunity cost.
Keywords: Opportunity cost, prices in the market, university marketing, marketing strategy, and
marketing mix
1. Introduction
Specialists (Ciobanu, 2003) have come to the conclusion that no matter what would be the price of a
program of study/ training (educational program), if it is demonstrated that its completion will result
in revenue growth - within a certain time - then the amount required by the educational services of
this type will be higher income growth than before. The price is calculated either as actual cost
(fee), either in terms of opportunity cost of the time spent for obtaining educational human capital,
i.e. for educational services. Opportunity costs are amplified as the number of years of schooling
increases; usually recorded including an increase in direct costs as a growing part of the costs
involved with attending a university are supported by the student and his family.
The market - the category of goods and services encompassing economic and expressing all the
actions made by the manufacturer and purchaser to affect the exchange. In this way, marketing
offers a more practical, more concrete, and the concept of market approach on the one hand in terms
of what it is, and secondly, of what could be. Accordingly, brings to the fore the distinction between
actual and potential market. Actual market reflects actual market size at a time. Respectively: all
actual transactions that took place already in the process of exchange, as a result of the
confrontation between supply and demand. The potential market expresses the size of the market,
the extreme limits of the area where they are to take place, at one time, the confrontation between
supply and demand.
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The intensity of competition - namely, its incorrect timely assessment - may result in changes to the
pace of the national and international market forces. The reputation (prestige) of the superior
education institution may increase or decrease market share. The prestige (reputation) of the
university is expressed by: the university center tradition, scientific and teaching personalities,
urban area where the university is located, the design and functionality of the buildings, linkages
with stakeholders (business community, research institutes, civil society organizations, political
parties, media etc.), university publications, university participation in national and international
circuit - projects, grants, participation of university scientific bodies, educational and economic,
local, regional, national and international. The prestige of the university influences market share but
in particular significantly contributes to the creation and strengthening of the competitive
advantage. Market area - is the spatial dimension, aimed at locating in the territory the actions of the
organization (promoting programs of study / specialization and faculties of the university etc.).
2. Cost estimation and economic education market
Estimated costs for education and earnings due to it are difficult, given the concrete situations in
which markets work from one period to another, lower or higher. Market work forces are the ones
that consist and trim total costs and gains from acquiring human capital education, and individuals
evolve in line with personal appreciations decision to invest in education (Marinescu, 2001).
The actual cost per student equivalent (through budget allocation)
Core funding is carried out taking into account the number of students equivalents, which leads to
cost per student equivalent.
This cost equivalent per student per year CSE can be calculated with the relation:
CSE = A + B +C + D
where:
A - is the cost of education per student equivalent/ year;
B - cost of services and materials support student- equivalent/ year;
C - expenditures from its own resources;
D - expenditures for facilities students from own resources (material aid scholarships, transportation
etc.).
The distribution policy is the third component of the marketing mix, it aims at targeting products,
the most appropriate and efficient means, from producer to consumer.
The distribution is the economic sphere having the widest scope (content distribution concept is
broader than, for example, the movement of goods, circulation of goods and trade goods), covering
the space and time between production and consumption (Florescu, 1992: 354).
We can say, then, that the distribution refers to all economic activities taking place on the route of
freight between producer and final consumer (Anghel, 2000). Between producer and consumer is
not running only the product, but in reality, in the process of distribution economic flows are
generated: (a) the flow of products (physical distribution), which relates to their actual movement
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from producer to consumer1, (b) the flow of the negotiations undertaken between talks involving the
act of exchange partners (producers, intermediaries, end-users) in relation to routes where the
merchandise will circulate, the technical and economic transformations it will incur, responsibilities
and timelines and (c) the property title flow, which comes with, more often than not, the product of
the successive stages of the distribution process, reflecting the transfer of its ownership, with each
sales operation, (d) coupon feed (includes all messages and information to the market, potential
buyers, in connection with the products forming the subject-matter distribution), (e) the
informational flow (operating as well, with elements of intangible nature (messages and
information, but the meaning of their movement is one ascendant: the producing company and, in
many cases, distributors, captures information from the midpoint of the distribution process:
information on the evolution of sales, inventory, the consumer movement in terms of products,
etc.).

3. Promotion Policy
Few products on the market can survive without an effective promotion. No matter how good a
product is, it cannot sell if buyers are not aware of its existence. Also, companies must
communicate with intermediaries and public bodies. To have an effective communication, a
company must: ¾ to limit to an essential message; ¾ to focus its resources to distinguish it from
competitors; ¾ continually repeat the ad, preserving sustainably on the same axis of
communication.
Advertising is any impersonal form [in the sense differently from person to person, through the
media – ed.] for the presentation and promotion of ideas, goods or services, paid by an ad [in
translation was the work of Philip Kotler used the term sponsor, which I consider totally
inappropriate – ed.] accurately identified (Kotler, 1997).
Promotional mix consists of five main instruments (Table no. 1):
(a) Commercial advertising (by paid advertising) is any form impersonal presentation and
promotion of ideas, goods or services payable by a holder specifically identified.
(b) Sales promotion consists of short-term incentives to induce customers to try or purchase a
product/ service.
(c) Public relations and advertising noncommercial concerns a range of actions designed to create
and maintain a favorable image of the company and market its products.
(d) Personal selling involves direct contact with one or more potential buyers in order to make
presentations, answer questions and get commands.
(e) Direct marketing refers to the use of postal services, telephone, electronic mail or the Internet to
communicate directly with specific customers and potential customers or to request a response
directly from them.

1

This flow includes a series of operations, such as those shipping, transport, reception quality and quantity, storage,
storage, sorting, pre-packaging, display etc.
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Table no. 1 - advertising media
Media
Newspapers

Television

Postal
services

Radio

Magazines

Out-door
charts
Golden
Pages
Repertoires
Informative
bulletins
Brochures

Advantages
Flexibility, appearance at the
desired time, good local market
coverage, broad acceptance, high
degree of credibility.
Combine image, sound and
movement; addresses the senses;
captures attention; large audience.

Limits
Short lifetime, low quality
reproductions, low rate of
transmission between readers.

High cost in absolute risk of
confusion due to crowding
advertising lower degree of
selectivity of the audience.
Possibility of selecting audience,
Relatively high cost, risk of
flexibility, there is no competition saturation of distributors, has
between ads in the same way,
an image of "mailed small
individualization.
things‖.
Mass usage; possibility of
Exclusively auditory
selecting the geographic and
presentation, attention level
demographic low cost.
weaker than for television
audience non-standard
structure, transient exposure.
High geographic and demographic Long waiting time until the
selectivity; credibility and
occurrence; some waste of
prestige; High quality
circulation; there are no
reproductions; long life;
guarantees positioning contents
significant degree of transmission advertisement in the magazine.
between readers
Flexibility; high degree of
Failure audience selection;
repetition of exposure; low cost;
creative limitation
reduced competition
Very good local coverage; great
Competition sea; longcredibility; diverse audience; low occurrence of advertising;
cost.
limitations in the creative plan.
Very high degree of selectivity;
The costs could spiral out of
full control; interactive
control.
possibilities; relatively low cost.
Flexibility, full control;
Overproduction could lead to
possibilities of message
runaway costs
hyperbolisation

4. Features of promotional communication in universities
Promotional communication policy is the fourth component of the marketing mix, occupying a
central place in the educational marketing, where the promotional communication is probably part
of the marketing mix that universities are most familiar with. It does not differ essentially from
what happens in the classic marketing, tools and techniques used, as the followed approach, being
practically identical.
The composition of the promotional communications submix of a university is influenced by
several factors:
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1. • Nature of the product offer - university product is often an intangible element (an idea,
behavior or service) and in rare cases a commodity.
2. • Market peculiarities - universities must address, at the same time, to both members of the
target groups (students of XII class, their parents, employees eager to improve their
knowledge, employers etc.) and potential subscribers. All methods of communication are
used successfully to the direction of the target groups, with an emphasis on advertising and
public relations.
3. • The target groups characteristics - there are three main variables influencing the choice of
one or other promotional methods:
(1) Geographical location (most Romanian universities address a local market, making
inefficient the use of national media);
(2) The diversity of target groups (if the diversity is low, a smaller promotional submix is
used);
(3) The number of members in the target groups - if they are numerous, the most
appropriate means of communication is advertising; otherwise, emphasis should be
on using sales forces.
5. Marketing and education
In a marketing vision, the educational services and education offer is made up of all the activities
that they carry out specialized units to meet demand, expressed by beneficiaries workforce,
businesses that must cover their needs, leading implicitly to defining specializations, sizing volume
and level of expertise. Moreover, marketing approach involves identifying, sizing and description of
market segments in which the school relates and connect request in this area expressing on the one
hand the need for knowledge of the following training courses on the other hand the need for skilled
labor to businesses.2 In this way, the development of an educational process and the quality of
education becomes a strategic priority, the implementation of which depends primarily on the
effective management of the education system as a whole, which can only be achieved through the
use of modern management principles adapted this sector dynamic, complex and different from all
productive activities or services in the economy but found a direct link with them.
A decision on education is traditionally based on consultation with school, faculties, institutes
management, and bears the mark of empiricism, subjectivism and improvisation. Decisions must
take into account the scientific research of phenomena through permanent structures to do so. The
highly dynamic and complex environment in which educational institutions operate requires setting
the current organizational structures of specialized departments to address the issue of
substantiation completely different positions making and the educational process or in permanent
relationships with existing structures, correlated with them in size, structure and powers, either built
on the existing structure, but with specific tasks, or classic in their essence but modern in terms of
their ultimate goal of improving the general education system and education.

2

The motivations of expression for this application form over many years and their study are necessary both in the
interests of those who are preparing for a specific area and for the educational institution and the society as a whole.
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The main activity of the units in the education sector is the educational work, alongside it met
fundamental and applied scientific research, micro and commercial activities, practice in specialty
areas, a series of activities designed to meet the needs accommodation, meals, leisure, with a strong
social- cultural character. All these activities can be grouped into basic or supplementary services.
Basic services can be considered the education but assimilating other in a group or another is
difficult to distinguish because of the complex connections between different activities within the
system but also by virtue of the educational system and educational engagement in the economic
environment, social, political and cultural dynamic of evolution and transformation whose
requirements are met by the very education system complexity.
6. Conclusions and proposals
The educational management involves studying the processes and relationships that manifests
within the educational institutions during the course of the educational process in order to discover
regularities that generate and develop management methods and techniques by which to ensure the
efficiency of this process. The schools management has the same components as any other
company, for any profile would be, but with specific characteristics. The organizational component
consists of all organizational elements that provide the framework, combining, splitting and
functionality work processes of education, in order to achieve the expected objectives. In the field
of education information systems not only reduce but technical means of information processing,
but special emphasis is given to achieve complex man - machine - information, which involves a
thorough knowledge of the possibilities and how to work with the computer, while taking into
consideration the human implications.
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Abstract:
A judicious analysis of the intuitive didactics implies, in our opinion, the consideration of the idea
of dynamic education. In other words, in so far as in the (trans) international system education can
be found different ways to approach the levels of teaching and learning assessment, we can only
assume that the idea of intuitive didactics proves to be more than necessary in educational activity.
Furthermore, the relevant pragmatic of intuitive didactics becomes obvious in the conditions in
which theoretical, acknowledged/ taught contents have a correspondent in social reality.
The need of intuitive didactics within educational activity is justified to the extent that educational
content recovery involves a resizing of the idea of teaching and learning assessment. In fact, such
an undergone approach to a rigorous scientific analysis reveals a number of aspects whose
meanings and representations may acquire epistemological legitimacy. But, we consider that such a
belief is justified under the conditions in which teaching interest focuses mainly on the idea of
change/adaptation.
Keywords: intuitive didactics, intuition principle, teaching process, educational models
1.Introduction:
The idea that we want to bring to attention in this paper is that the utility of a speciality didactics
may be validated at the level of an educational system to the extent that the process of teaching and
learning assessment, particularly, focuses on what is a meta- scientific knowledge based rather on
the idea of intuition. Under these conditions, we may appreciate that a model of intuitive didactics
may be complementary to the epistemological didactics. Regarding this, we don`t have to
understand that we are not separated from what means an epistemologically didactics based on the
empirical and applied relation. What we have to take into account is validation of eligibility criteria
designed to support a user-friendly educational utility of which becomes relevant when is assumed
by educational actors.
The assumption on which we sustain is that in the materialization of such a didactics an important
role have both the teaching staff and the beneficiaries of the training itself. Thus, assuming a
theoretical and practical approach founded on the idea of intuition involves, beyond a purely
scientific approach, taking into account of what we can find in the literature and practical vocational
principle under the name of intuition in conjunction with the relationship between educational
psychology and didactics. (Pozo, 1993: 187-204). In fact, the functional correlations system,
reflected in the projections generated from perceptions allows the analysis of instances of a specific
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teaching control. By an approach of this kind and an understanding intuitive we want to show that
didactics can be founded and explained on the basis of some necessary and sufficient backgrounds.
In other words, we believe that in the founding process of an intuitive didactics a relevant role must
have the research process of the activity to construct the „representations‖.
In other words, intuitive didactics can be applied only after it has been taken into account the
observational stage. As a result, via intuitive didactics, we can recast in a pragmatic way how to
understand nature of the teaching and learning assessment. However, we notice that in all this
―intuitive‖ procedure, the instructive activity is a constructive one, independent from language and
even a non-cognitive one (although it is related to objective reality, in the sense that it is the same
for all educational actors). Intuitive didactics is, in our opinion, the result of a mental process
construction, which allows itself to be discovered appealing to the idea of the effect obtained by
intuition.
2.Epistemologically premises in the intuition approach
The objective reality is reflected in an educational – intuitive approach as a starting point of mental
products. In other words, an intuitive educational act assumes that concrete (seamless) knowledge
shall be geared through sensory processes. Under these conditions, we can appreciate that such
knowledge is different from seamless, rational and logic knowledge. So, we`ve been wondering if
an intuitive educational must relate to rationalist approaches and explanations – being perceived as
the form top of intellectual knowledge (Descartes, 1964; Spinoza, 1957) – or to empiricist
approaches. (Locke, 1999).
However, the idea of intuitive educational sends us to diachronic and synchronic analysis to the
concept of intuition. We consider in particular the meaning of conceptually Bergsonian intuition,
according to which an intuition means that the condition of flowing with the subject. We mention
that H. Bergson`s intuition has a philosophical character, and that is why, in order to reach intuition
there is no need to leave himself to senses and awareness. (Bergson, 1911: 141-142). The concept
of intuition analized by reference to the duration of pure (Bergson, 2003), expresses the fact that a
critical upon one`s intellectual life is brought up, and a relevant role in supporting this idea has the
concept of Homo Faber (the man who build tools to help build other tools). In fact, the distinction
between intellect and intuition reveals that Bergson observed a psychological and biological
evidence of his own concepts. In other words, intuitive knowledge is one and the same with the
simple idea (Bergson, 1934). Therefore, the Bergsonian intuition is associated with pure life
(quality).
A different form to approach the idea of intuition we find to Husserl which emphasizes existence of
three forms of intuition: sensory, categorial and essential. In other words, the intuitive achievement
means taking into account the diagram of significance, according to which an intuition expresses a
continuous process of approximations (Husserl, 1970). Therefore, we notice that an epistemological
problem specific to the idea of intuition is the one that refers to the relation between the object and
the subject knowledge. Development and acceptance of teaching models also involves materializing
specific discursive forms. Thus, supporting reasons for such an approach show the need for
assuming educational reality. However, these issues have a pragmatic nature, involving at the same
time certain epistemological capabilities/ competences of understanding. An interesting problem
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regarding the assumed teaching context is the one that refers to the mode of reorganisation and reevaluation of scientific contents and the activities of teaching and learning assessment. In addition,
such an advisory-educational approach expresses the fact that the individual and social meanings
involve utilitarian aspects concretized over time, respectively, the epistemological aspects,
explained in relation with the idea of figurative thinking. (Piaget, 1967 (1); Piaget, 1967 (2)). Thus,
the intuitive dimmension of teaching-learning- assessing activities reveal a special functional
structure of the educational strategies initiated within the framework of the educational system. As a
result, an educational approach which takes into account the idea of intuitive educational may be
validated to the extent that there are judicious arguments of which praxologic character has a
correspondent in pragmatic goal. As a dynamic structure, the educational activity is a specific
situation in which the assumed strategies need a methodological support. The intuitive didactics
does nothing more but to provide such support, just in virtue of the fact that rule of 3M ( methods,
means, ways of organizing the teaching activity) may be, any time, adapted/ reassessed to didactic
context.
Therefore, we bring into question the contextual perspective on the basis of which re-adapted the
manner of conducting teaching activity. It is exactly in this context, we can say that the idea of
intuitive educational proves to be more than useful in the sense that the representation which is
performed on mental level can be objectively and in environments which have nothing to do
necessarily with the idea of school space. Surely, the idea of dimensionality leads us to think to
order, methodology, algorithm, control. But we want to emphasize that at the level of an intuitive
didactics, we can speak, at any time, anywhere, at any age (Papoušek, 1989: 507-524) and even by
parents (Papoušek; Papoušek; 1989: 201-210) about the uselfulness of the learning space (while,
maintaining, of course, its educational size).
3.The return to intuition
Proliferation and continuity in educational activity by the applicability intuition principle in
educational activity can only constitute relevant marks in assuming at the level of the teaching and
learning-assessment of an intuitive didactics. In fact, the applicability of the intuition principle, in a
didactic movement assumes that the learning process will start from the concrete reality, but also
the fact that educational activity is focused in the module in which ―the seamless influence of the
objects in the world on their own senses‖ is collected and explained. (Bolocan, 2002: 72-87). In
other words, intuitive understanding can be materialized in relation to the type of educational chore
offered for solving/ settlement. (Cummins; Kintsch;Reusser; & Weimer,1988). Thus, the acquired
knowledge as a result of any such direct contact has a relevant role in what will represent
subsequently mental activity itself. In other words, the internalizes perceptions acquired on the
senses way may cause the appearance of a whole system of representation. Therefore, the
requirements by which the applicability of this principle acquires educational legitimacy, can be
achieved in so far as the means/ teaching strategies have a decisive role in the new content
purchased. (Burja; Voiculescu, 2006). Diagrams, charts, schemes, illustrations are relevant
examples in this respect (Dixon; Moore, 1996: 241-253) precisely by the fact that as a result it can
be made a series of methodological/ scientific connections between concrete and abstract or
between sensory and rational (of course, on the basis of operations such as comparing, observation,
analysis). This explanation comes to confirm the need for such a scientific approach.
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In this way, we are able to use, beyond the evolved languages of a specialized disciplinary
dimension and even disciplinary fields, a series of specific didactical strategies. Furthermore, the
organization and the restructuring of regulatory models generates a unified view of the detailed
rules for the implementation of strategies undertaken by decision makers. On the other hand,
teaching strategies - occupying a central location in the education process (Oprea, 2009) - can be
deployed in a pragmatic way to the extent that their theoretical approach has an applicative
correspondent in practical dimension of the process of teaching and learning assessment.
Thus, intuitive educational activity involves interactivity and the application of specific intuition
methods . However, expressing a c didact pragmatism reflects the important role played by such
specific intuition methods. The need of an educational paradigm which has as a starting point the
idea of intuition reveals that the legitimacy problem of strategies involves a relation of
correspondence between scientific content and the method of approach to this as a teacher, as well
as a pupil/student. What's more, this reflects an important aspect of teaching methodology in the
conditions in which such a didactic approach reveals to educational level important news item at the
time it is assumed a new paradigm.
Thus, in the context of promoting a new teaching methodology, we believe that a fair analysis of the
activities undertaken in the process of teaching and learning assessment, should bring out the idea
of responsibility and didactic pragmatism. We observe that in the didactic activity the intuition
principle can be materialized only if we take into consideration a series of specific rules among
which may be mentioned: the usage in a pragmatic way of teaching resources, psychological
aspects faced by his pupil (being affected the request of it), the way in which it goes from
explanation of concrete content to abstract and vice versa. In this way, we can say that the
pragmatism of intuition principle and, by default, of an intuitive didactics, is highlighted by
relevance, contextuality and subtility. Therefore, the problem of applying intuition principle in a
paradigm of special didactics becomes one more than important in the process of teaching and
learning assessment.
4.Conclusions:
The effectiveness of an intuitive didactics within teaching-learning-assessing activity represents a
relevant mark in which it means materializing teaching- educational process.In other words, an
educational culture can be examined, analyzed, and by taking into account, on one hand, the
pedagogical principles, and on the other hand, the teaching principles.
Furthermore, this approach allows us to conclude that the undertaken activities on the basis of the
principle of intuition are purely in a pragmatic way. In this respect, the scientific perspective comes
to complete the generated perspective on the basis of the intuition. If an epistemological didactics
takes into consideration performance and competitiveness, a user-friendly didactics focuses on an
approach of constructions and representations. In other words, the return to intuition becomes
relevant in teaching process in so far as its components may be implemented in accordance with the
idea of operationalizing the general / specific goals. Of course, the importance of general/ specific
competences should not be neglected in all this procedure.
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